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The number of people growing food in cities is increasing. This trend parailels the rapid 
growth of cities in the last decade and the accompanying problems of unemployment, 
environmentai degradation and poverty. Thus, urban agriculture is being promoted as a 
sustainable urban activity with the potentiai to aileviate poverty while enhancing 
environmental heaith and, consequently, contributin; to the societai goai of sustainable 
development. Ailounent gardening? a system of urban agriculture devised in the 1800s in 
England whereby people rem small plots of land to grow food, bas been practiced in 
Canadian cities also. While it was originally devised as a poverty alleviation strategy, 
allotment gardening is now largely considered a recreational activity and its Links to 
sustainable development are not clear. 

This thesis investigates how allotment gardens in Winnipeg, Manitoba. a city with both 
high levels of urban poverty and a sustainable deveiopment strategy, contribute to a more 
sustainable urban cornrnunity. To this end, allotment gardens, gardeners and aiiotment 
plot land use are described. Then, five research questions, h e d  by the theme 
conceptual mode1 of sustainable development. are used to assess the contriiution of 
Winnipeg's allotments to sustainable developrnent. Data were collected on allotment 
gardeners. plot cultivation techniques and seiected indicators of sustainable development 
us ing a questionnaire survey instrument administered by face-to- face interviews with 
selected gardeners. 

The results show that even though sustainable developrnent is embodied in civic policy. 
the reality is that Winnipeg's aIlotment gardens do not conmbute to sustainable 
development to the extent they do in some other cities. They were not located so that 
they could be utilised by the poor as a coping strategy, nor was access equitable and 
rardeners were not realising potentiai economic benefits. Furthmore, gardeners did not 
broadly use oganic gardening techniques and the City of Winnipeg did not have any 
regulations or progams in place to promote theù use. 

Conclusions are that to contribute to sustainable urban development, allotments m u t  be 
located so that they can be used by those seeking to d u c e  fmi ly  food budgets as weii as 
people looking for recreation. in addition, institutional structures need to be in place to 
ensure their deveIopment and vitaiity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0. Studv Sackmound 

Advocates of sustainable urban development advance the notion that gardening on uban 

plots can conmbute to sustainable development by providing a means of alleviating 

poverty and promoting self-reiiance, while conserving and protecting natural resources. 

Allotment plots, Le.. small plots of land used for gardening, were first made available to 

urban factory workers in the 1800s in Europe to help them secure a source of food. It 

proved to be a popular strategy to tackle problems of urban poverty at that tirne. and the 

practice quickly spread throughout Europe and to North America (Lawson 1994.3). 

Interest in allotment gardening declined after World War II, but has increased again in 

the 1990s as some govemments and development organisations seek solutions to 

increasing ecosystem degradation and poverty. 

Today. cities and their citizens have an immense impact on global and local ecosystems 

as urban population and consurnption increases. For the h t  time in history, 50 percent 

of the world's population is Living in urban centres, and there is a projected increase of 65 

percent in this population by the year 7025 (United Nations Centre for Human 

Settlements 1996, .mi. While urban populations are growing faster in the developing 

worId, those in higher-income cities in Europe and North America require large amoum 



of resources and energy to maintain high consumption Lifestyles, which draw heavily on 

ecosystems (Roseland 1997, 17). In addition, much of the waste generated by these 

urban processes is dumped back into ecosystems faster than it can be assimilated, thus 

conm%uting to problems of air and water pollution and solid-\vaste disposal (United 

Nations Centre for Human Settlements 1996, 143). 

Poverty and associated problems of malnutrition and food security are ais0 prevdent in 

cities. The increasing number of urban poor (in 1996 estimated to number 300- 

600 million worldwide by the United Nations Centre for Human Senlements (UNCHS)) 

are continually strugglig to acquire food. water. shelter and clothing. They have neither 

access to basic and essential nutrients for their families nor the means to acquire them 

(United States and Canada 1996, 1). The poor and mahourished also live in Canadian 

cities and in 1996 it was estimated that 16 percent of families, most in urban areas, were 

living under the poverty line in Canada (Lochhead l996,7). 

At the same t h e ,  urban development and planning are being framed w-khin the Iarger 

societal goal of sustainable development (Buckingham-Hatfield 1996). The economic 

mowth approachl, which prevailed for the last 200 years, is being questioned and other - 
strategies that seek to i i i  urban social systems to ecosystems such as ecological 

pianning', healthy cornmuniries, social ecology and bioregionalisrn are being advocated 

t \%a development is the r d t  of market forces that encourage the constanr expauiioa of production 
ofim at the expaise ofthe environment which is seen as a factor ofpmduction (lacobs 1993,261 

A planning concept that seeks to integrate mificial environments with naturai aivironmaits md assumes 
human dependence on and responsibility for nanue, and that ecological weii-b-beiog is essaitial for 
mmmunity well- bcing (Roseland 1997,30) 
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(Roseland 1997). Much of this irnpetus to develop sustainable cities has corne €rom a 

renewed sense of urgency regarding global environmental and economic problems and 

their consideration by national governments at international fora sponsored by the United 

'Jations, such as the Earth Summit in 1992 and Habitat II held in 

it tvas at Habitat II in 1996. a United Nations Conference on Human Settlements. that the 

United Nations Develo pment Programme ( UNDP) released the book Urban Aericulture: 

Foods. Jobs and Sustainable Cities. The authors of this book and other researchers are 

supporters of the vietv that urban agriculture can contribute to sustainable development 

by providing a means to alleviate poverty and protect ecosystems concurrently (Roseland 

1997. Sachs 1990, LTNDP 1996). Both the UNDP and Canada's intemational 

Development Research Centre (IDRC) have instituted programs to support the 

development of city f w i n g  while community activists in many cities are establishing 

community gardens and working to gain support at various levels of governent  (IDRC 

1994). Furthemore, some civic govemments in Europe and Canada are now integrating 

urban agriculture into land-use planning (ETC 1997a). 

Farming in the city is not new. People have cultivated land in and around human 

settiements since they were established. The practice remaineci cornmon in most cities in 

Europe until the late nineteenth century when the advent of modem transportation 

systems and rise of urban heaith and sanitation issues came to dominate urban planning 

and management (Thompson 1997, 169). 



Overall. city farrning had declined by the early twentieth century in European and North 

American cities (Hough 1995, 13.214). The sights, sounds and smells of farming were 

considered polluting, unclean and derrimental to human health, Consequently, f m i n g  

was relocated to land outside the city limits in peri-urban niral areas, and it was only 

allowed to flouish in urban areas during times of great need such as World War 1 and 

World War II (Hough 1995. 212). WhiIe traditionaI fonns of urban-oriented agriculture 

such as market gardening and dairy farming were pushed to the periphery of many of 

these cities, allotment plot pro-gams were started as urban populations swelled. During 

the post-World War 11 building boom, however, even well-establihed dotment gardens 

suffered as urban land became increasingly valuable for housing, indusmal and 

commercial development (Hynes 1996, xv). At tfiis t h e  municipal authorities showed 

little interest in protecting and prornoting city farming so that during the 1950s urban 

househo Id food production declied everywhere except in small totvns (United Nations 

Development Programme 1996.46). 

This decline, however, was reversed in the 1980s wben growth in urban agriculture !vas 

evident in European cities such as London and Stockholm and in the Canadian centres of 

Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver (Comolly l997,2; Greenhow 1994,s; Reid I W6a, 1). 

This increase has been attributed to such inter-related factors as population grou&, 

increasing urban poverty and environmental degradation resulting in mounting pressures 

on people and the environment (Dahiberg 1998% United Nations Centre for Human 

SettIements 1996). Even thougb sustainable development is increasingly being 

advocated as a solution to these pressing social and environmental problemst little 
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progress has k e n  made in Unpfementing it (International Institute for Sustainable 

DeveIopment 19971, 1). More specifically, there is a paucity of information on ways to 

integrate urban a_griculture, particularly that type practised by individuals for their own 

benefit, into both community development and pIanning efforts guided by the concept of 

sustainable development. 

1.1. Aim and Otiiectives 

The aim of this study is to investigate how allotment gardens in Winnipeg contribute to a 

more sustainable urban community. It seeks to Further our understanding of urban 

allotments and theü role in sustainable urban development. This will be accomplished 

by: 

1) Undertaking an inventory of allorments in Winnipeg. 
2) Gathering demographic and socio-economic information on those 

accessing the dotment garden plots. 
3) Determining land-use patterns within the alIoment garden sites. 
4) DeveIoping a set of sustainabLe deveropment indicators and asswsing 

the contribution of the a10 tment gardens to sustainable urban 
development based on these indicators. 

1.2. Scorie of the Shrdy 

It \vas decided to undertalie the study in the city of W i p e g ,  Manitoba for severai 

reasons: 

1) The practicality of conducting the field survey. 
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Little information had b e n  published on urban agriculture in 
Winnipeg. 
Sustainable development policy had been embedded in provincial and 
civic poiicy. 
There were high rates of urban poverty in Winnipeg at the tirne of the 
study (Lochhead 1996,7). 
The International Instinite for Sustainable Development, an 
international research institute with an active program in measuring 
sustainable development, was located in Winnipeg, and would serve as 
a reiiable source of sustainable development information for the study. 

The most compelling reason to use Winnipeg as a study ma, however, was the degree to 

which both the City and the province of Manitoba had been involved wirh environmental 

issues and sustainable development. For instance, the province of Manitoba initiated a 

sustainable development strategy within a year of the publication of Our Common 

Future, the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, in 1987, 

the outcome of which was the passage of the Sustainable Development ~ c t ~ ,  in 1997 

(Manitoba 1997). 

Similarly, Plan Winnipeg: Toward 2010, a civic planning document, states that "the City 

seeks to fuily integrate sustainable development considerations within the planning, 

builgeting, and development process" (Winnipeg 1993,40). Accordhg to this plan, the 

City aims to become a mode1 of sustainability by pursuhg several avenues; namely, 

reinforcing positive environmental attitudes, amacting pro-environment indushy and 

business, and encouraging sustainable development practices in both the public and 

private sectors (Winnipeg 1993,30). 

' hhitoba's Susminable Development Act is almon unique in lhat few other jurisdicuons worldwide have 
simrlar legislatïon (mvey done by the researchm b r  the intenationa1 M t u t e  !or Sustainable 
Development in 1996). 
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Plan Winnipeg (1993) specificaüy considers: 

Environmentaiiy responsible decision making. 
Water conservation and source protection. 
Waste minimisation. 
Watenvays initiatives (to enhance potential of rivers as community 
assets). 
Management of sensitive Iands. 
Energy conservation. 
Noise reduction. 
Air quality measures. 
Social equity. 

Having decided on the study area, the next step was to defme the scale of analysis. This 

was accomplished by starting with the definition of urban agriculture given by the 

LJNDP, which was developed in the 1990s when LPDP undenook a global survey of 

urban agriculture. It is broadly defmed as: 

... an industry that produces, processes and markets food and Fuel, largely 
in response to the daily demand of consumers within a tom,  city or 
metropolis, on land and water dispersed throughout the urban and per- 
urban area applying intensive production methods, using and reusing 
naturai resources and urban wastes, to yield a diversity of crops and 
Iivestock [and]. . . [these commodities reach the consumer andlor markets 
the same day that it is harvested] (United Nations Development 
Progamme 1996,3). 

This definition encompasses a wide range olurban agriculturai activities including 

horticulture, aquaculture, poultry and animal hus bandry, and provision of wood for fuel. 

Consequently, allotment gardening", a form of urban agriculture whereby srnail plots of 

4 An alIoment is d d e d  m the British Aiiorxnair Act of 1922 as a plot of approximately 250 
square menti 'Which is wholly or mainly culrivateci by the accupier for the production of 
vegetables or h i t  crops for consumption by himeifor his famiIr (Couch 1997,278). More 
recently, the Vancouva Board of Parks and Recreation deheû it as "a ptece of land useû by 
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urban land are rented for the purpose of gowing food for the plot-rmterç and their 

families, was selected for several reasons: 

1 ) Animal husbandry, aboriculture and aquaculture were aot practised to any 
extent within the boundary of Winnipeg. 

2) Winnipeg had several established ailotments kom which a sample could 
be ciram. 

3) Ailotment plots were grouped at larger garden sites, which rneant that 
certain aspects of sustainable development such as the transmission of 
knowledge and institutional structure could be investigated. 

1.3. Organisation 

The context and problem for investigation are established through a iiterature review and 

historicai overview of allotment gardening in Britain, Germany, Sweden and Canada in 

Chapter 2. Tbese couatries were chosen as allotment activity in them illustrates the 

difision af aiiotments and allotment culture throughout Europe and into Canada. The 

physicai and cultural characteristics of today's allotments are then describeci along with 

broader social constraints and influences on allotment gardening. 

The concept of sustainable development is descnbed in Chapter 3, dong with several 

conceptual models being used to assess progress towards sustainable development. 

From these models, the theme conceptual mode1 was used to h e  this research, and it is 

more extensively discussed, along with the rationale for using it. This mode1 is then used 

to frame alIomient gardening issues drawn f?om the historical overvkv that are relevant 

to sustainabIe development. Here, Montreai's community garden program is descnibed in 

individuils to pmduce food and flowers for the pasonal use of society membas" (Vancouva 
Board of Parks and Recreation, 1996). 
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some detail, as it further illustrates the relationships benveen sustainable development 

and aüo ment  gardening. 

This information is subsequently use& in Chapter 4, to define the conceptuai Eamework 

and research questions for the study. Various other aspects of the research method such 

as questionnaire design and structure, determination of the sampling fiame and the field 

survey are also outlined. The dotment garden sites and their management and 

motivations and attitudes of the gardeners are described and explained in Chapter 5. This 

chapter ako considers any spatial differences that may exist behveen garden sites and 

allotment culture at these sites. Chapter 6 nuns to the assessment of the contribution of 

these allotrnent gardens to sustainable development. Each research question is examined 

u s i g  information Fom the field survey with comparisons being made to Montreal's 

eardens. which are considered to be a mode1 for other communities to emulate. These - 
research questions concentrate on such issues as: poverty alleviation; economic benefits 

that increase the gardener's self-reliance; equitable access to plots; use of organic 

eardening techniques: and social benefits that increase an individuai's wellbeing. The - 
Final chapter provides conclusions that can be deduced tiom the analysis and closes with 

a set of more general conclusions and recommendations for M e r  research. 

The nvin issues of food security and environmental degradation are pressing, and urban 

agriculture is being promoted as one strategy capable of meeting some of these cornplex 
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challenges facing society today. Allotment gardening, a form of urban agiculture, also 

has a role to play. At the outset, the celationship of ailotment gardens to sustainable urban 

development lacks clarity. The role, which it does and can play, needs further definition 

before its usefulness as a sustainable development strategy can be better employed. 

Thus. the aim of this thesis is to investigate how allotment gardeaç in one city, namely 

Winnipeg, Manitoba. contribute to a more sustainable urban community. 

Since their inception, allotments have contributed to cornmunity development and well- 

being in many ways, and were. in tuni. shaped by larger social forces and events. 

Therefore, to better understand their potential role in sustainable development. it is first 

usehl to investigate their historical and current roles in communities. This, then, is the 

subject of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPhiENT OF ALLOTMENTS IN EüROPE, CANADA & WNNIPEG 

2.0. Introduction 

Mlotments have endured as part of the urban landscape since the mid-1800s. Their 

history now spans over 150 years and they have experienced periods of growth and 

decline that parallel other major social trends and changes. While the previous chapter 

broadly introduced urban agriculture and sustainable development, this chapter narrows 

the focus to look at allotment gardening, its development and contribution to 

communities. The discussion opens with the 1845 legislation in Britain that legally 

established the first ailotments. It continues with a description of their initial development 

Ui Britain, Germany. Sweden and Canada through to the next period of substantial prowth 

that occurred during World War II. Subsequently, there was a decline in their popularity 

afier the War, although their prevalence did increase again during the 1970s and again in 

the 1990s when environmental concerns and sustainable development brought more 

interest in cultivating them. 

Europeau aiiotment culture was brought to Canada and Winnipeg by the many waves of 

European immigrants arriving here at the beginning ~f l e  rwentieth century and is, 

consequently, of particular importance to this study, as it augments what little 

information was found on W i p e g ' s  dotment culture. Aspects of aiiotment culture 

generalIy are discussed more thoroughly in the latter part of the chapter. As this - 



overview will disciose, the impact of allotments on communities bas been sigaificant in 

some communities and at pmicular times, and aiiotments themeIves continue to be 

shaped and constcauied by larger social forces. 

Allotments were born out of ruai-urban migration in Britain during the 1800s when farm 

workers were displaced fiom employment on the land by "innovatory farrning methods, 

new patterns of ownership, or by the agriculturaI depression that began in the l8ïOs" 

(Crouch 1997,18). As the number of labouring poor and landless increased, the General 

Inclosure Act of t 835 made it mandatory that small parcels of Iand for growing food, 

called allotments, be reserved for labourers and communities in niral areas to compensate 

for Ioss of land (Gmett I996b. 17). This practice spread to the cities as landless 

peasam and the rural poor moved to urban areas looking for work in the emerging 

indusuial towms of the nineteenth century. Thus, tuban allotments evoIved within a 

cuIture of "working-claçs agitation for improved conditions and self-help" within cities. 

Access to Iand was a major issue and allotments were created to provide a source of Iand 

for gowing food to supplement the low wages of non-apriculturai labourers (Crouch 

1997, 18). By the late nineteenth century "philanthropie organisations, the church, private 

employas such as the railways and mines mobilised resources and supported dotment 

earden movments" (Mbiba 1995, 147). Urban gardening was seen by trade unions and - 
self-help organisations as a way for urban labourers to e a u  extra income, supplement 

household dieu and teduce daendence on emulovers - - as well as a source of recreatian for 
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the poor and unemployed. Using land for allotments created some controversy, howevq 

as some saw them as assistance to the poor, while others, such as John Stuart Mili (1806- 

73). a social acticist, saw them as poor compensation for insuficient wages (Gamett 

1996a, 301). 

ï h e  United Kingdom made provision for the establishment of urban allotments in the 

-'SrnaIl Holdings and Ailotments Act"of 1908 (Gmett  1996b. 17). This Act made it 

mandatory "for local authorities to provide and rent out dotrnents" (Gamett 1996% 301). 

By 19 18 there were between 1.3 and 1.5 million ailotments in Britain which produced 

approximately two million tonnes of vegetables. Afier World War 1 (19 19) further legal, 

administrative and institutional arrangements were made for dlotment gardens. ïhese 

included their inclusion in al1 toua-planning schemes and a requirement that Ministerial 

Consent was needed for theu disposal. which made it difficult for them to be given over 

to other forms of land development (Mbiba 1995, 148). "Widespread unemployment in 

the Iate 1970s and 1930s continued the interest in food growing", with several 

philanthropie schemes being established to supply needed seeds and garden inputs for the 

unemployed (Gamett 1996a, 30 1). Ailotment gardens existed in a11 urban areas of the 

United Kingdom by the 1930s when, in cities such as Leicester, every third household 

had an allotment (Lawson 1994.33). 

In the Meteenth century, ailotment gardenine spread and emerged in other European 

couutries, notably Gemany and Sweden. in Gmany, the first plots were estabIished in 

Kiel in 1530 as rardens for the poor. Another prevdent type of German allotment, 
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associated tvith "physicd heaith and as a mort or refuge for the whole family, started in 

Leipzig where small garden beds were developed as part of a playground for children" in 

1865 (Crouch 1997. 136). Here, people concerned about the lack of open space for play 

initiaily established a playground with garden plots for the children, which were taken 

over by parents when their c hildren's interest waned. Srnall huts that included living 

quarters, c d e d  arbours, were soon built on the plots-a tradition, which continues in 

Germany today (Groning 1996). 

Also. by the 1900s, workers' organisations in Gemany had started to provide aiiotments 

for labourers, and this activity closely foiiowed the development of many allotments in 

Britain. For example, a Berlin gardener and ment  officia1 of a national gardening 

organisation, reported that allotments in Berlin were boni out of the workers' movement 

in the mid-nineteenth century; they were started as an effort by goverment officiais to 

"control the revolutionary tendencies of workers" (Hurt cited in Kim 1997). The socio- 

politicai aspects of allotment gardening also amacted scholarly attention in Germany at 

that t h e ;  for exampie, an anaiysis entitled 'The Meaning of Small Garden Cultivation 

for the Workers-question" appeared in 1897 (Groning 1996). 

As the nurnber of ailotments and administrative needs continued to grow in Germany, 

zardeners became organised into smng political associations with both state and - 
gardener interests being recopked in the Allotment Garden and Smaii Rent Law of 

1919. This legislation called for the establishment of a local authority for cornrnunity 

gardens in al1 larger communities tvhose purpose was to work in close CO-operation with - 
14 



municipal authorities on decisions about reaI estate and residentia1 housing. By the 1930s 

there were approximately 450,000 garden plots in Germany (Gronhg 1996). 

Development of ailotments in Canada foUows a simiIar pattern, as the arrivai of many 

European immigrants during die Meteenth and twentieth centuries (over 555,000 people 

amved in Canada benveen 1900 and 19 t O h m  Great Bntain alone) {Bellan Igj8,5OO) 

influenced their development. British gardening books and magazines were readily 

available in Canada in the 1800s and garden design philosophy was imporced from 

Britain to Canada through immigration and the media (von Baeyer 1984,8). Horticultural 

societies started by members interested in growing fruit, vegetables and ornarnentals 

slowIy kcame part of Canadian Iife: the firsr Ontario society had formed in 1834 and the 

first Rairie organisation in 1893 (von Baeyer I983, 70). These societies sponsored 

educationai campaipns for civic beautification and worked towards civic bettement. 

They sometimes jo ined with Io cal "improvement societies"-formed by p u p s  of 

concerned citizens-to run community proçrams. For example, in Montreal, the City 

Improvernent League of Montreai founded in 1909, spoasored children's gardeus on 

vacant lots (von Baeyer I984,7 1). 

The h s t  aiiotments started to appear in Canada in the 1890s when the Canadian Pacific 

Radway. which was eqanding in Western Canada and supporthg Uicreased settiement 

of the regioa established plots fôr dtivation aIong rail lines and at railway stations 

(BeIlan 1958, 128). These plots were meant to encourage pioners by advertking the 

'wonders of the west". by providing recreation for emplo yees kequently posted in 
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isolated spots and by generaliy beautihing railway property. At one time, the Canadian 

Pacific Railway oversaw gardens dong '25,749 kilometres of track f?om coast to coast" 

(von Baeyer 1984, 14). 

En the early twentieth century vacant lot gardens' emerged in many Canadian cities. 

These gardens were supported by civic govemments and the Canadian Deparunent of 

Agriculture initially "as a fom of welfare for the poor, then as a beautifyuig measure, 

and h a l l y  as patrio tic duty during World War I" (von Baeyer 1984, 3). Related 

historically to dotment gardening, vacant lot gardening had become a popular gardening 

movement by 19 IO so that, by 19 16, vacant-lot associations were found in most Canadian 

cities. By this time, Guelph, Ontario. had 1600 lots and Montreal, Quebec. 5000, with 

Toronto, Ontario. reporting 2060 by 19 18 (von Baeyer l984,95). Sponsors of vacant lot 

gardening, such as the Toronto Vacant Lots Cultivation Association, saw such gardens as 

meeting several social needs: pamotism; civic beautification; ndding the city of noxious 

weeds; controiiing sanitation; mitigating unemployment; and teaching thrifi and industry 

to the poor (von Baeyer 1984,9 1). This movement, however, died out by the early 1920s 

as people no longer needed to supplement their income tvith garden produce and 

prefened to spend their tirne with other emerging forms of recreation such as cars and 

movies (von Baeyer 1984.96). Plot gardening was not to re-emerge in any significant 

way in Canada util World War iI when Victory Gardens became popular. 

' Vacant lot gardening t h e m g  of mbbish heaps mto lush vegetabte gardais (wu Baeyec 1Yü4, Y 1) 
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2.1 .O. Victorv Gardens: 1939-1945 

Victory Gardens, dlotments that were established during World War LI, provided a 

source of needed food during the war years (BusweU 1980, Lawon 1994,3). They were 

prominent in Britain and Canada where urban open spaces. such as parks, utility rights- 

of-way and vacant lots, were m e d  into vegetable gardens that were considered crucial 

to the \var effort. 

In Britain. "A Cultivation of Lands (Ailotments) Order 1939 empowered councik to take 

over unoccupied land ..." (Crouch 1997,751. By the end of World War II there were 

about 1.5 million allotment gardens in Britain (Crouch 1997, 76). British gardeners, for 

emnple, provided over half the country's h i t  and vegetable needs with 131,458 ha of 

allotments and girdens producing 1.2 million tonnes of food in 1944 (Gamm 1996b, 19). 

LTrban f w e r s  were reported to keep pigs, poultry, goats and bees. "By 1943, there were 

4.000 pig clubs comprising some 110,000 rnembers keeping 105,000 pigs" in London 

alone and "by 1942 ... 9 16,000 registered poultry-keepers" (Hough 1995,712). 

Victory Gardens also thnved in Canada during World War II. Vancouver citizens alone 

produced "some 28,363 million t o m s  of fi-esh vegetables and h i t  in 194Y"'the 

"equivaient to $20 mifion (Canadian) worth of supermarket produce at 1979 prices" 

(Harroivsmith Report in Hou@ 19953  14). In 1943, the Canadian Agriculture 

Department reported that 51,750 MT of vegetables were gruwn in 209,200 wartime 

gardens h o t  necessarily aliotmentsl in Canadian cities with populations of more than 
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1000. Such efforts supplemented food production generally and released more food for 

shipment overseas to support the war effort and the immediate post-\var rebuilding phase. 

Some of Winnipeg's larger allotments were started by horticulture societies in the 1940s 

as Victory Gardens to aid wartirne efforts (Peters 1958, 77). At this time the area now 

encompassing Winnipeg was composed of 13 rnunicipalities-seven cities, five suburban 

municipalities and one to~vn-each with its otvn municipal administration and services 

( Artibise 1975, 66). Different horticulture societies, which operated independently, 

existed in many of these cities and rnunicipalities, and of these, The St. James and Fort 

Gany Honiculture Societies initiated ailotment progarns during the war years that are 

still active (Peters 1988, 21 7, 190). Bulington Northern Santa Fe Railway, formerly the 

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RaiIway, nith rail right-of-way running through the Lieart 

of Winnipeg, also released land for Victory Gardens during the war years. The 

administration of these plots was taken over by interested gardeners after the war and 

they eventually formed the Lindsay Street Garden Club. 

Ailotment location was strongly influenced by Winnipeg's early senlement patterns, 

which prevail even today. Non-British immigrants were m d y  found in the north part of 

the city, while those of British e th i c  background lived to the west dong the Assiniboine 

River and south foUowing the Red River, and it is here that most of the dotment garden 

sites are still found ( W e i  1972,X). 



2.1.1. Post-war Decline & Growth: 1945-1990 

Between 1945 and 1970, declines in allotment gardening were reported in Britain, West 

Gemany, Sweden and Canada, a trend generally atmbuted to a diminished need to 

produce food for econotnic reasons. During this time, living standards climbed as did 

pressure to use ailotment land for new schools, residential deveIopments, roads, 

commercial facilities and urban parks (Groning 1996). For example, data for Britain 

show that one-fifth of council allotments were lost in the 1950s, while one-haIf of pnvare 

and raiIway land plots had gone by 1970 (Crouch 1997,76). 

A renewed ecological atvareness in the 1970s and the spread of vacant lots because of 

spiralling land prices in cities, however, revived interest in urban gardening (Howe 1999, 

14). In Sweden, people interested in healthia and greener lifestyles reinvigorated interest 

in pIot cultivation in the 1960s and 1970s. so that by 1975 it was recognised as a 

legitimate land use in Stockholm, thus providing allotment gardeners with more security 

(Greenhow 1994.8). Howe reports that a similar wave of environmental awareness 

stimulateci "new appreciation of the value of urban food production" in Btitain (Howe 

1999, 14). Demand for plots increased in many parts of Brïtain and "some councils 

developed huge waiting iists in the 1970s: 4060 people in Avon done, 15,333 in Greater 

London ..." and so on (Crouch 1997,791. Dirring the 1980s many of these waiting lists 

were substanUdy reduced and the "build-up of new plot-holders" levelled out as some 

potential gardeners found other sources of recreation (Crouch 1997,80). 



Data were not available for Canada during tbis time; what information there is showed 

that in the 1970s the &st officiai community gardens were established in Montreal and 

the National Capital Commission in Ottawa started a public garden rentd program. 

Rivervietv Gardens, a still active Winnipeg allotment, started around this tirne. In this 

case, the Winnipeg Horticulture Society took over the Riverview Hospital gardens in the 

1970s and by the eady 1980s the netvly formed and independent Riverview Gardeaing 

Society tvas managing them (Koch-Schulte 1997, 14). 

ïhis grotvth in allotments was associated with a wave of environmentally reIated 

actitities motivated by the need for pollution prevention and conservation, which 

included the establishment of Departments of the Environment by many c o u d e s  and the 

United Nations Environment Programme. The 1973 oil crisis aiso spurred many energy 

conservation efforts, which continued during the 1980s, whh the result being a more 

diverse group of al10 tment-holders. Thus, aiioments were no longer the domain of 

mainly the urban poor (Crouch 1997, S 1). 

2.2. Allotments Today 

Recent data indicate that "doment  gardens are popular in Germany, France, the 

Netherlands, Denmark, Greece and severai other European counmes", including the 

h u e r  Eastern bloc (Latvson 1994,44). The European-based Intemationai Office of 

AIlotrnent and Leisure Societies, which has affiliates in nvelve comtries, represents 
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230.000 member organisations (Gamett 1996b. 21). Researchers in Germany reported 

that the largest aiiotment holders association-Bundesverband der Gartenfieunde 

e-V-counted about one million members organised into about 14,000 associations 

representing ail parts of the country in 1996 (Walz 1994,63 in Groning 1996,3). Non- 

orginised community gardens are estimated to number 100,000 in Germany with 78,000 

in the city of Berlin. A 1996 survey in England counted 295,630 plots and estirnated 

another 50,000 in Waies (Crouch 1997, .w). Recent Canadian data show there to be 

2270 plots in Vancouver, of which 76 percent had b e n  started since 1990,2000 plots in 

Metro Toronto and 6.400 allotments in Montreal in 1997 (Connolly 1997,2, Cosgrove 

1994,4, Lawson 1994,14, Reid 1996%). 

2.2.0. Characteristics of Todav's Allotments 

Allotment gardens are located wherever vacant land is available and local citizens are 

motivated to establish a garden (Hough 1995,226)- They can be found adjoining 

apartment buildings or in neighbourhoods composed rnainly of single-family dwellings. 

Many exist on utiiity rights-of-way-dong railway tracks and under hydro-electricity 

transmission lines. 'They are to be seen on the h g e  of t o m s  and villages, mal1 and 

larse, scattered among the suburban houses around every city, and even on sites in the 

city itself.. ." (Crouch 1997, 1). Often they are located dong urban rivers and streams, 

and some cities alIow garden sites in public parks and include space for plots in land- 

planning schemes. In some cases, privately onneci vacant land is m e d  into plots. 

Allntments can he fniind at vimially any place where there is not a mare pmfitahle ttse 
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for land: they are essentially "just spaces left ove?' in the urban landscape (Crouch 1997. 

1 ). 

Gamett (1996% 301) defines dotments as "small plots of land in urban areas rented out 

cheaply to those tvishing to grow their own food". British, German and Canadian 

a1lotments are fairIy sirnilar at the scale of the garden site. Generally the aiiotment 

gardens provide patches of green in the rnidst of pavement and concrete and, as many 

gardeners will testify. a home to urban wildlife (Crouch 1997, 13). Garden sites are 

subdivided into garden plots, which are usually rectilinear and rented to plot holders. This 

traditional rectilinear plot shape was aiticised in the Thorpe Report on British allotments 

in 1969. which recommended that plot shape should change to make plots more 

aesthetically pleasing. It was part of a desire to shift the image of dotments held by 

some politicians and members of the public at the t h e  IÏom what they saw as 'neglected 

eyesores' to more picnuesque 'leisure gardens' based on the aesthetics of the English 

flotver garden6 (Crouch 1997,9). 

Sites in Germany and Sweden differ fiom those in Britain and Canada, as s m d  cottages 

are kequently built on individual garden plots. These buildings are inhabited at least for 

part of the year, but can only take-up a portion of the plot, for at least one-third of the 

land (an average of 100 ml) must be devoted to vegetables or ûuits or flowers (Kim 

1997). Crouch reports that European ailotment gardeners 'Yake it for granted that they 

can sleep on their plots"; a practice, which never gained acceptance in Britain or Canada 

--- 

' The English laudscape gardai style, which bas flourished since the 1700% is based on '~annal '  k m  
rather thau man-made geometric order. irregular, Sormal forms predominate (Encyclopaedia Britaunica 
- - - - .  
LUUU). 
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British gardeners have, though, a tradition of buildine srnail makeshift sheds at their 

plots. 

The Thorpe Report also noted a Iack of amenities at British garden sites in cornparison 

with recreational sires iike golf courses and school playing fields, or to allotments in 

other parts of  Europe. In the 1970s ody 50 percent of British aliotments had a piped- 

water supply and Iess than 7 percent had toilets. Alternatively, other European sites had 

"adequate wata suppIy. car parking and play areas for children, cornmuna1 club h o u e  

and permission to erect summer houses" (Crouch 1997, 92). ï h e  reason for this 

discrepancy may be, at least pmly. because of tenure arrangemenrs. In Gmany  piots are 

Ieased for 20 years and ofien stay in the fmiIy much longer, tvhile British leases are 

often only for one year (Lawson 1994.44). 

The size and nurnber of plots and rwters at each aiiorment site varies considerably. For 

example, an aiiotment garden in Oxford, EngIand, dating h m  1852, covered 3.6 ha and 

had 96 pIots, with each plot equal ro about 400 ml and was used by about 130 people 

(Gamen 1 996b, 50). Another area in Leeds had 1 15 aiiotment sites covering 1 13.4 ha 

with approximately 5000 plots holders; hence each plot occupied about 200 m2 (Hotve 

1999, 17). B e r h  is reported to have 800 garden coIonies (allotments ~4th cottages) that 

are renteci to some 84,000 plot holders. One colony-Kolonie Oeynhausen-has been in 

continuous use since 1904 and average plot size is 300 m2 (Kim 1997). In Vancouver, 

Canada, garden sites have benveen 1 1 O and 374 plots each with plots measuriq 90 m' or 



6 x ISm on average (Connelly 1997,2). Montreal, Canada, had 73 garden sites of 

various sizes with a totd of 6,400 aiiotments in 1997 (Reid, 1997% 2). 

1.1.1. AlIotrnent CuIture & Organisation 

Crouch, a British cuItural geoprapher, describes allotments as a 

. . . contemporary subculture that has a peculiar relations hip with pIace and 
landscape. and the way in which people find rneaning in theù 
surroundings and in their everyday lives; how the surroundings that they 
create are an expression, a representation of their o m  culture of shared 
conditions, activities and reiationships: and the widw culture in which 
they appropriate that space.. .(Crouch 1997, 17). 

People in the 1990s work allotments for a variety of reasom, inchding: recreation; for 

the enjo yrnent of working tvith the soi1 and comection with nature; and as a source of 

organicaIIy g r o m  vegetables: and a tvay to supplement famiIy income (Garnett 1996b, 

I 1). Furthemore, "concem has deepened over the ecological side effects and health risks 

posed by intensive, chemically dependent fanning techniques (Howe 1999, 14). Lawson 

( 1994,441 maintains that in Britain, aiiotment gardening is mainly a recreationai activity 

that is strong Iy supponed by the desire for organicdy grown food rather than a 

subsistence activity. This position is supported by Crouch (1997,261 who States that 

many alIomient ho lders "have corne to h d  the ailotment as an enduring pastime rather 

than a necessity to augment the famiIy budget". Sidarly,  much of the present interest in 

aIlotment gardening in Sweden remains am'buted to an increase in environmental 

awareness and the desire to build sustainable communitia. Here, recycling is an 



important component of the allotment-gardening system; hence planners regularly 

include composting facilities, kitc hen gardens and greenhouses into housing projects 

(Greenhow 1994.10). 

Allotment plot holders usually organise themselves into aiiotment or garden societies to 

administer allounents under their jurisdiction. Data from Europe and Canada indicate that 

the majority of gardeners belons to such oqanisations. For example, in Stockholm, 

allotment gardeners m u t  belon- to the Swedish Association of Allotment and Leisure 

Gardeners, one of five associations that make up the National Association of Leisure 

Gardeners (Greenhow 1994.3). Ailotment or garden societies are membership driven, 

have their oim by-latvs and are governed by an executive. Such allotment societies may 

provide educational workshops on chemes such as organic gardenbg, use of greenhouses. 

community responsibility and council regulations (Mbiba 1995, 16 1). Garden shows are 

common and ofien coincide with competitions for the best produce. These societies also 

provide an opporninity for gardeners to pmicipate more fûlly in decisions regardinp their 

plots as weii as a structure that enables input at the political level. In Germany, for 

example, garden societies have gained substantial political influence and regularly 

participate in lobbying efforts to ensure the continued existence of their plots (Kim 

1997). In addition, representatives of garden societies are contact persons for others such 

as civic administrators wanting to reach grdeners. 

Not ail plot holders, hotvever, are organisai into gardening societies. in some instances, 

plots are rented either directly fiom the city or h m  private landowners- One exampIe is 
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Toronto where al1 the allotment pro,orams are run and administered by the city (Cosgrove 

1994,J). Private lando\vners include utility companies-railways, electrical companies 

and airports- that have made theu utility rights-of-way available for cultivation since 

the late 1800s. Such has been the case in the Canadian cities of Montreal, Toronto and 

Winnipeg, where there is a history of using such utility rights-of-way for garden plots 

(Reid 1997% Werier 1985.1). ûther private and sometimes non-profit organisations, such 

as hospitals and seniors' homes, aho nin allotment garden programs. 

Gardeners represent diverse groups that include higher- and middle-income eamers as 

well as the poor; both men and women who are employed across a range of jobs-semi- 

skilled labourers, managers and professionds, and the retired and non-wage eaniing 

homemakers (Lawson 1994.4, Nugent 1997.3). They tend to be older adults, although 

there are programs for school-age children at some aiiotments (Reid 1997,6). 

Gardeners share many values. For example, Crouch talks about the "gifi relationship" 

permeating allotment culture. "Every gardener has, during the season, giuts and 

scarcities. and through the year is both a donor and a recipient" (Crouch 1997,96). 

Gardeners fi-equently give away their surpIus to older ancilor poorer people than 

themselves, made seeds and plants, and share theù produce with each other. They aIso 

e.qerience a common feeling of connection with the Iand; communal experiences in the 

act of cultivating, yet accomplishing individual work. Their efforts constitute a "tradition 

of aiticism of modem urban industriai saciety, a r e m  to the Iand and an aesthaic 

adventure (Crouch 1997- 15% 
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2.2.2. Gardenin~ Techniaues 

There are many factors that influence the cultivation methods on aiiotments. These 

uiclude: plot size, availability of water, possible vandalism, weeds, distance of the plot 

from home, drainage and soi1 quality (Crouch 1997, 172). Row cultivation dominated in 

Britain untiI the 1970s, when other methods such as planting in squares, interplanting and 

use of deep and raised beds were thought to make cultivation easier. Now, some 

allotment societies are promoting organic methods, with some places, such as the City of 

Montreal, making it a requirement. Lawson ( 1 994,43) noted a slight increase in organic 

zardening techniques ' by allotment yardeners in Britain. This is supported by Howe's - 
( 1999) analysis of allotments in Leeds and Bradford, which concluded that 

. . . allotment practice still follows traditional patterns of reliance on 
chemical rnethods, undermining the envirorünental case for allotments, 
although there is some evidencë that organic practice may be spreading, 
particularly amongst younger and netver aliotment holders (Howe 1999, 
22). 

A 1992 survey by the Nottingham Wildlife Trust found that dotments provide important 

urban tvildlife environrnents (Lawson 1994,;W). Some gardeners have adapted their 

cultivation methods to support wildlife and biological diversity through the use of organic 

methods, retaining trees, providmg scmb areas and composting (Crouch 1997, 183-1 85) 

- ûrganïc gardaiing cm bc detined as a production technique that emphasises the maintenance of soi1 
ièrtiIity and productivity without resorting to yuhetic chernical fatilism and h m  pesticides, but 
ratha uses composxing, animai rnanure, rnulchuig, a o p  rotation, biologically h e d  niuogen and cover 
aops and biologicai pest controI (Barn 1997,39) 
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2.2.3. Constraints and Influences on AUotments 

Allotment gardening is constrained and shaped by the values and beliefs of the larger 

cummunit y. Constraints include biases about the urban environment chat may deem 

allotments to be inappropriate. Often. allotment gardening is perceived as a marginal 

activity with some considefiy it to be a blight in the urban environment. Lack of officia1 

recognition means that allotments may not receive necessary resources, such as access to 

water or instimtionaI support. ro ensure tenancy, provide training or control theft. 

Furthemore, gardeners may not be able to organise so that the continueci existence of 

the? plots is ensured because of their wide dispersion and lack of cohesion. Even in 

countries such as Britain. Gemany and Sweden, where gardeners are organised into 

associations with some political clout. and legidation is in place that legitimises 

albt ment gardening as a viable land-use, alionnent plots are fiequently threatened with 

take-over for other developments. The result is loss of urban green space and recreational 

land (Groning1996.8). Chher socio-economic trends, such as unemployment rates and 

cost and availability of food, for exampIe. aiso influence demand for plots. 

Civic authorities at various levels of goverment play an essential roIe in the vitdity of 

dIotment gardens, as they make land-use planning decisions that can either help or hinder 

the functioning of the gardens. Pressure kom allotment holders in some regions has 

resuIted in the forma1 recognition of allotment gardening by authorities and the 

establishment of various policies and latvs to protect, administer and guide their 

development. For exampie, the Federal Republic of Germany has a national larv 
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goveming gardens, which provides d e s  for rental charges and lease conditions, tvhile in 

other countries such provisions are made at the municipal level (Greenhow 1994, 10). 

National legislation nohvithstanding, the fate of allotments is usuaily decided at the 

municipal level where land-use planning and zoning decisions are made. Cities such as 

Berlin and Stockholm have included and secured land for dotment gardening in recent 

land-use plans (Greenhow 1994. Groning 1996,). The Canadian cities of Vancouver and 

Montreal have also recognised urban gardening to be a legitimate land-use. The 

Vancouver policy on community gardens outlines the roles of both civic administration 

and non-profit associations, terms of use, fees, management, responsibilities and access 

procedures (Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 1996). In both Montreal and 

Vancouver. it is the city that facilitates and assists interested groups in finding, starting 

and managing the plots (Reid 1997a. Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 1996). 

2.3. Conclusion 

Gardening on urban allotments has g o t a  and decliied in response to larger socio- 

econornic trends over the past 150 years. It gretv in popularity as cities grappled tvith 

issues of urban poveny and unemployment at the end of the 1800s and expanded to meet 

the need for increased food production during the two World Wars. However, it declined 

substantiaily in Britain, Sweden, Germany and Canada iÎom 1945 to 1970 as people's 

income increased and allotment land was tumed into roads, buildings and housing. Since 

the 1970s, this activity has rebounded in popularity mainly as a recreationai activity. 



Allotments are found wherever land with no better use is available: in and around 

buildings and houses, in parks, dong r d  h e s  or river ways. The land is a subdivided 

into rectilinear plots of varying size that are rented to gardeners. in Britain it is common 

for smail garden sheds to be part of the allotment Iandscape, while in Germany and 

Sweden cottages or even srna11 chalets with living quarters may be constructed on the 

plots, though neither feature is present on altotments in Toronto or Montreal. 

The people who shape allotments include gardeners, garden societies and associations, 

plot owners, and civic authorities. Gardeners come fiom a range of socio-culturai and - 

economic backgrounds and cultivate their holdings for a variety of reasons such as 

necessity, recreation or ecological concem. While some gardeners rem plots directly 

fiom owners and operate independently. rnany are members of gardening societies that 

act as intermediaries benveen owners and gardeners. Such societies organise and manage 

the plots on behaif of the gardeners and can fiequently lobby civic authorities and 

landowners about decisions critical to the long-term existence of garden sites that are 

often targeted for other urban purposes. 

Though there is an increase in popuiarity in allotments and mban gardening, the 

development of aiiotments is constrained by severai socio-cul~ird factors such as public 

perceptions and beliefs that regard garden plots as marginal and unnecessary land uses. 

Frequently, these perceptions become embedded in policies, latvs and regdations that 

work against the viability of allotment plots. &O, donnent gardwing may be 

jeopardiied by the inability of gardeners to organise secure plot tenancy. 
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The numerous allotment plots in counmes like Britain and Germaq attest to the 

influence that they can have on communities, and this is further substantiated by theù 

level of organisation. Undoubtedy, allotments offer amenities to communities such as 

green space and opportunities for recreation, and these dong with their historic links to 

poverty alleviation make them an attractive strategy for sustainable urban development. 

Thus. the next chapter !vil1 provide a closer examination of sustainable development and 

how it relates to ailotment gardenhg. 



CHAPTER 3 

SUST.4INABLE DEVELOPMENT & ALLOTMENT GARDENING 

3.0 Introduction 

The concept of sustainable development. which is germane to this study, has evolved 

from environmental and developmental issues identified as being important to public 

welfare by various govemments and non-govermental organisations during the latter 

part of the nventiet. century. Even though much work was undertaken d u ~ g  the 1990s 

to detine and impiement sustainable development at local, national, and international 

levels, little research was found pnor to this study that specifically examined the 

sustainability of allotments. Consequently, it was necessary to establish a framework for 

rhis analysis. 

A logical point for such an assessment framework is one of the most fiequently used 

definitions of sustainable development, that of the Brundtland Commission. This 

definition is explained along with some of the conceptuai underpinnings of sustainable 

development that are found in the literature. Next, five conceptuai rnodelss, which are 

currently being used. are briefly described, The theme conceptual model, which was 

chosen to frame this research, is subsequently discussed in more detail. To clarib the 

structure of this model nvo examples of its use at the urban level are given. The histonc 

Mode1 is used here to .gaieraiise the comon conceptual smcture of b-imilar tameworks" (&er Hrirdi et 
ci. iWi. tii) 
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and implicit links of allotment gardening to sustainable urban development are then 

esrablished and fiamed within the theme rnodel. The cohesion of this framework and 

allotment garden issues is Further strengthened by describing Montreal's Community 

Garden progrm. which has proved to be an impressive mode1 of how sustainable 

developrnent principles are incorporated into dotment gardening. 

3.1. The Concept of Sustainable Develo~ment 

Ways to implement sustainable development were k s t  discussed by the World 

Conservation Union in its World Conservation Strateg in 1980, and since then the topic 

has been the focus of many international conferences and meetings such as the Earth 

Sununit in L992. Even so, it is still frequently portrayed as being vague and ambiguous 

by some researchers (Becker 1999.4: Maclaren 1992. 1). The challenge, rhea. is to 

bring greater clarity to this coatested concept. 

ïhough debates have ensued around the vagueness of the defmition of sustainable 

developrnent and how to put it into operation, there is agreement that "humanity's m e n t  

development path is not sustainable" (Hardi et al. 1997, 5; Moffatt 1996; Norgaard 1994). 

Considerable evidence currently exists to support the view that society is already 

operating outside sustainability bounds (Jacobs 1993, Wackernagel and Rees 1995). 

Indicators, which show the exteat of ozone depletion, soi1 erosioa, deserufication, species 

extinction, deforestation and poverty, illustrate the severity and nature of the problems 



The World Commission on Envuonment and Development (WCED), othenvise known 

as the Brundtland Commission, popularised sustainable development during the 1980s 

after extensive consultations with thousands of people worldwide (Mo ffan 1996, 18; 

Norgaard 1994, 11). Thus, sustainable development emerged out of this process both as 

a societai goai and as an organising concept, and is appearing ~ 6 t h  greater eequency on 

policy and planning agendas of g o v m e n t s  and many non-governmental organisations 

(UNCHS 1996,421). Milbrath (1994.4393 argues that this worldview is challenging the 

current dominant paradigm that "promotes economic growth as an unquestioned good, 

which is also the prefemed means to reduce poverty and Uiequality." 

The dynamics of sustainable development are captured in the debition of the term as 

proffered by the Brundtland Commission, which is: 

... development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their o m  
needs (WCED 1987.8). 

This concept includes the notions of inter- and intra-generational equity; the access to, 

distribution and use of resources now and in the future. While the goal of equitable 

development, that of "meeting the needs of the present", is not new and has historically 

driven much development, the Brundtiand Commission, however, put a renewed 

emphasis on meeting the needs of the world's poor while simuItaneously p r o t e h g  

ecosystems (Mitlui 1 994,4). Inter-generationai equity, whereby funue generations are 

ensureci of meeting their own needs, obtiges present generations to conserve and protect 

life-sustainhg ecosystems for their use by future generations (Moffatt 1996,29). 



Hardi et al. (1997, 1) noted that the Brundtland Commission's definition of sustainable 

development "offer[s] a generally shared interpretation or contextuai definition of 

sustainabIe development" that is somewhat different fiom the World Conservation 

Snateev. While the latter stressed environmental integrity as weil as economic issues, the 

former placed equal emphasis on human development, Le.? poverty aileviation and 

environmental inte-gity, thus presenting a concept of sustainable development that is 

about meeting the needs of both the environment and the poor concurrently. 

3.3. Conce~tual Models of Sustainable Develo~ment 

Conceptual models of sustainable development bring Further clarity to this concept and 

illustrate how it can be harned for analysis. These models also demonstrate that a range 

of approaches can be used to put sustainable development into operation, and present 

possibIe Eiameworks for Linking sustainable development to allotment gardening. 

Sustainable development captures the interrelationship and interdependence of social 

systems and ecosystems. It is based on accepted precepts about nature and peopIe, and 

the cornplex, dynamic, interacting systems that they form (Bossel 1996% 143). Many 

different theoretical and conceptual models addressing human-ecosystem interactiont 

including various sustainable develo pment models, have been articulated (Hodge 

1993,7). Hodge and Hardi, two Canadian-based researchers working on sustainable 

development modelhg and assessment, have identifïed five categories of conceptuai 

madeis currentiv beine used to assess - ~roeress - to~vards sustainabIe deveIoument: 
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economics-based, theme. stress-response. linked human and ecosysteq and multiple 

capital modeIs (Hardi et ai. I997,6I-66). These models utilise similar approaches to 

demonstrate ecological, economic and hunan dimensions and interactions, but with 

di fferences in emphasis and focus. A kief  description of eacb, taken from Hardi et al. 

( 1997), follows: 

Economics-based modeIs: refiecting input-output models, the current 
dominant mode1 in this category is the depletion-pollution model 
which "links the circuiar economic system, consisting of production by 
h s  and consumption by households.. . .to the natural life support 
system (including air. water, wildIife, energy, ratv materiak and other 
environmental metities) through the 'extraction' of resources in one 
direction and the dicharge of 'residuds' in the other." 
Three-component or theme rnodels: consist of social econornic and 
environmentai components. and \vil1 be subsequentiy described in 
more detail in the next section. 
Suess and stress-response models: based on a perceived causal 
relationship between stress-generating buman activities and changes in 
the state of the natural and social environment. This model h e s  four 
categories: the stressor of activities, environment al stress, 
environmental response. and collective and individual human 
responses. 
Linked humantécosystem well-being model: applies systems ideas to 
the goal of maintainhg or improving human and ecosystem well-being 
and includes four indicator~assessment domains: ecosystem well- 
being; interactions benveen people and ecosystems; human well-being; 
and synthesis of emergent system properties. 
MuIt iple capital mo deis: identifies resource endowments for future 
generations as four capitals, namely: human-made, naturai, human and 
social capital. 

While ail the previously desmied modeis capture human-ecosystem dynmics, the 

theme conceptual mode4 which tvas fïrst fkamed in h e  World Conservation Strategy, is 

the one used most fiequently at the community tevel and was consequentIy chosen for 

this study. This is because examples of its appkation at the community level were 



available and it is relatively easy to appIy at this scaIe of analysis. Therefore, a more 

detailed description of this mode1 is warranted 

3.3. Theme Conce~tual ~Model 

The theme model broadly Eames the concept of sustainable development as having three 

dimensions: social econornic and environmental, Parricular aspects or issues of 

sustainable development relevant to the comrnunity using this karnework are then 

developed within these subthemes, rendering it a flexible tool. In principle, then, it can 

also be applied ro allotment gardens. 

Robinson and Tinker ( 1995) describe each O l the three subthernes of this model as 

leading to an imperative, witb ail three imperatives needing to be reconciled to each 

other. They are: 

1) economic imperative, whereby an adequate materiai standard of living 
is ensured; 

2) social imperative, which provides social structures necessary to 
maximise hurnan welfare: and 

3) environmental imperative, by which the carqkig capacity of the 
Earth8s bio-physicai consuaints are not exceeded 
(adapted kom Robinson and T i e r  1995, 183) 

In addition, this conceptuai model is supponed by the "BeiIagio Principles: Guidelines 

for the Practicai Assessrnent of Progess Toivard Sustainable Development ", which were 

formulated in Iate 1996 by an international group of sustainable development 



measurement practitioners and raearchers. These experts contended that any assessment 

of progess towards sustainable development should include consideration of: 

1) equity and dispanty within the current population and between present 
and future generations, dealing with such concems as resource use, 
over-consumption and poverty, human rights and access to services, as 
appropriate; 

2) the ecological conditions on which life depends; and 
3) economic development and other, non-market activities that contribute 

to human/social well-being. 

Furthemore, the assessrnent should be holistic in that it considers the well-being 

of social, ecological and economic subsystems, and additionaliy, has a practical 

focus with a limited number of key issues for analysis and indicators (Hardi and 

Zdan 1997). 

As noted by Hardi et al. ( 1997,62), the theme conceptual mode1 is frequently 

described in the sustainable development literature, although there are 

inconsistencies and variety as to what is included in each of the three themes. For 

... the social element may address some of al1 of social, culturai, 
community, heahh or equity c o n c m .  The environment element may 
refer to narrowly defined environmental or physico-chemicai concem or, 
in more general terms, concems related to ecology, natural resources and 
environmental development. The economic element addresses traditiond 
economic issues, wealth generation or physical prosperity (Hardi et al. 
1997,63-64). 

While commonly used for community-based sustainabIe development initiatives, the 

mode1 does not, however, flow fiom a coherent conceptuai framework, but rather 



compiles " a  suite of Uidicators that reflects the concerus of communities regardiig 

different issues (themes)" (Hardi et al. 1 997,63). 

Two examples of this particular model developed for urban scale sustainable 

development are provided, and serve to illustrate how this method is being used at the 

local IeveI. These applications provide insight into how local issues are being framed 

and. in the case of the second example, the types of indicators that can be used in this 

model. 

The kamework in the h s t  example (Table 3.0) was developed by ten Local Government 

Management Boards in the United Kingdom (Bedfordshire, Cardiff, Fife, Hertfordshire, 

Lancashire. Leicester. Mendip, Merton, Oldham and Strathclyde) and community 

stakeholders to measure local sustainable development. 

Table 3.0. UK LGMB Framework & Indicators 

/ t 1 Selected Themes 1 Detailed Description I 
1 L 

1 1 Rrsources 8: waste 1 Reiourca are uxù &cientiy and waste is minimiseci by closing 1 
Pollution 

Biodiversity 
Localness 
Accw to basic needs 

Work 

cyclfs 
Pollution is lirnited to levels which naturai systerm c m  cope with, 

The diversity of nature is v d u d  and protectai 
Whac possiblc local neetls are met locdly 
Evuyone bas m e s s  to good food, woter, shelta and fiel at 
rmonable coa 
Everyone has the opportunity to undmake satisfying work in a 
diverse aonorny. ï h e  value of unpaid work is recognised, whiIe 
paymmts for m r k  are fair and f&ly distributed. 
People's good health is protected by aeating sde, clean, pleasant 

, envimumats and health services which emphasise prevention of 
illness as well as propa care for the sick 



8 ( Access to facilitics 1 &xess to facilities? savice';, goods and other people is not achieved 
1 at the expaise of the avironment or liinited to those with cars, 

9 1 Crime 1 Pamle live without fear of  ersa anal violence tiom crime or 
p&ecution because of theu personal beliefi, race, gaider 

10 Accâs to skills & Everyone has accâs to the skills, knowledge and information 
knowledge needed to aiable than to play a tùll part in society. 

I I  Empowerment Ai1 sections of the community are empowerd to participate in 
decision making. 

12 Culture & recreation Opportunititi for culture, leisure and recreation are readily available 
to au. 

13 A e x h i c s  Places. spacâ and objects combine meaning and beauty with uulity 
Settlements are 'human" in scale and fonn. Diversity and local 

While the previous exarnple flowed 6om a goverment driven process, the second 

exarnple (Table 3.1) from Seattle, Washington, shows indicators that were fomulated by 

a volunteer nettvork and civic forum Iooking to improve the cultural, economic. 

environmental and social vitality of that city. 

Table 3.1. Sustainable Seattle Indicators of a Sustainable Community 

Environment 
- Wild salmon nms through local sueans 
- Biodivmity in the region 

1 - Nuinber of good air quality d a y  pa y w ,  as reponed by the Pollutant Standard index 
- Amount oftop soi1 lost in King County 

1 - Percentage of Seattle sxmts meeting Tedaaian iiiaidiy' critcria 
l 

\ Population and resourccs: 

i - Total population of King Comty (with annuai p w t h  me) 
I - Gallons of water consvmed p u  capita 
i - Tons of solid waste geierated md recycled per capita per year 
1 - Vehicle mites iravelled p a  capita and gasoline consumption per capita 

1 - RaiewabIe and non-raiewable enagy (in BlUs) conswned per capita 
- .km of Iand per capita for a range of land-uses (relriaitid, commercial, open vace, msportation, 

wildeniess) 
- Amouat of food gowu in \Vashington, food exports and food imports 

1 - Emergeicy mom use for non-emtlgency purposesoi 
I 

1 Eronomy: 
I - Percentage of employment concenuriteri in rhe top lai employas 
1 - Hours of paid employment at the average wage requjred ro support basic needî 

1 - R e d  unanployment, including discomgeci workar, Mth diaaentiation by ethnicity and g a d e  
1 - üismbution ofpersonai mcomp with =uemiation *by eümïcity an6 genaer 
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1 - Average savings rate per household 
1 - Reliance on rmewable or Iocai resourcti in the economy 

1 - Percmiage of children living in povmy 
- House ~ordab i l i ty  gap 
- Haldicare expaiditures p u  capitn 

i Culture and socicty 
Pcrcentage ofinfmts barn wiih low binhweight 
Ethnic diversity o f t a c h h g  slaffin the am for elcmeniary and sccondary schools 
Pûcmt of paraitlguardian population hm is Uivolved in school activities 
Juvenilc crime rate 
Percent of youth paticipating in some form ofcommunity senice 
Percent of airoIlcd 9* gradas who graduate Eom hi@ school 
Pacent of population vocing in odd-year (lacal) primmy dations 
AduIt litrracy rate 
Xvaage numba of neighbours that average citizen repom knowing by name 
Equitable trament in the justice system 
Ratio of tnoney spent on drug and dcohol prwation and neaunent to tnoney spent on incarcaation 
for h g  and dcohol rclarcd crimes 
ft~c~ntnge ofpopulation that p d m  
Usage rares for lihrarici and coinmunity cuitres 
Public participation in the arts 
Pcrcent of adult population donating titneto cotmunity service 
Individual amse of weI1-hcing 

Source: Sustainable Seattle 1993 in OECD 1997. 73 

Even though these models were deveIoped in different counuies, they both demonstrate 

how local issues are being framed by the theme mode1 approach and the concept of 

sustainable development. Tney each consider: envkonmenral aspects such as Ievels of 

pollution and resource consumption; econornic aspects such as employrnent, povery and 

meeting needs locally; and social aspects such as equitable access to facilities, education, 

health. crime rates, and opportunities for recreation. While the UK example is broader, 

the Seattle example has several indicators that are çpecific to that city and region, such as 

' d d  salmon nin through Iocal streams', thus demonstrating how indicators can be 

devdoped so that they reffect local values and issues while remaining within the 

c ~ ~ ~ c c p a d  fmwwk c f  yhe theme mndgI, b these tivo examples show, there k some 
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flexibility in applying the theme model, which makes it usehl for anaiysing Winnipeg's 

allotment gardens. The one difference behveen these exampIes and this study, though, is 

that the community issues in the UK and Seattle examples were identified through a 

multi-stakeholder participatory process. which gave credibiIity to these issues and theu 

selection process. As it was not possible to undertake this type of process for this study, 

issues identified in the literature review were used instead. 

3.4. Allotment Garden & Sustainable Develo~ment Links 

Allotment gardening has otien been linked to the concept of sustainable development 

(Gmett  1996b, 9; Howe 1999, 14). In the past, it has been associated with issues now 

integral to sustainable development such as poverty aileviation and environmentdism. 

These and other issues emerging from the literature review are subsequently identified 

and h e d  by the theme model. 

The World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 specifically noted 

connections benveen urban agriculture and sustainable development. 

Officiaily sanctioned and promoted urban agriculture could become an 
imporrant component of urban development and make more food avaiiable 
to the urban poor. The primary purposes of such promotion should be to 
improve the nutritional and health standards of the poor, help their family 
budgets (50-70 percent of which is usually spent on faod), enable them to 
eam some additional income, and provide employment. Urban agriculture 
can &O provide fkesher and cheaper produce, more green space, the 
clearing of garbage dumps, and recycling of household waste (WCED 
1987,254). 



These connections were made more explicit by the research on urban agriculture 

undertaken by the UNDP, which resulted in the release of their report at Habitat II in 

1996 (supra p.3). 

Sustainable development concerns intersect with allotment gardening in many ways. 

Garden sites provide needed green space linking people to nature and urban systems to 

Iarser ecosystems (Condon 1996.33). Furthemore. ecosystems are protected if non- 

polluting and conserving gardening methods are employed. For example, organic waste 

can be diverted fiom the waste Stream and used on gardens as compost (Nelson 1996. 

13). ûther environmental benefits include reduced transportation costs and associated 

energy use, since up to 90 percent of fiesh vegetables and h i t s  are now brought great 

distances to market ' (Garnett l996a 300). 

Gardening can aIso contribute to social and economic well-being. Garden produce 

supplements Çarnily food requirements and reduces the family food budget. In some 

instances it provides local emplo yment, improves control over food production and 

fosters citizen participation and CO-operation (Barn 1998, 19; Beavis 1993). Also, 

eardening is a source of nutritious, fresh food for urban residents (Garnett 1996% 305). - 
New, as in the past, plot gardening is considered a usehl poverty alleviation strategy and 

a recreational activity that improves quality of life for its participants (UNDP 1996). in 

Y h u g  Waterer, a researcher at the University of Saskatchewan, estimami tbat 85-90 p a  cent of @& table 
vegetables and mal1 h t s  corne to the Prairies h m  distant locations wch as California and Flan& 
(1Vaterer m Alladings 1994,5). 
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addition, it enhances educational and community participation opportunities (Blair 1994, 

j Groning 1996,6). 

Table 3.2. Motment Garden Links to Theme Mode1 of Sustainable Development 

Theme 1 Motment garde. links 
(from Hardi et al. 1997.63-64) 
Environmental: 

Physico-chemical concaris 
Ecology 
Naturairesources 

On the ba is  of the foregoing discussion, Table 3.2 summarises the various ways that 

ailotment gardening can be c o ~ e c t e d  to sustainable development and kamed for analysis 

by using the theme conceptual model. As these connections have not been tested prior to 

this study, the cohesion between the elements of this model could be considered weak. 

Consequently, a detailed description of a garden program that is considered sustainable is 

provided to make these Luikages more eyiicit. 

green space 
clearing of garbage d m p s  
recyding of hausehold w m e  

Social: 
Socid & culture 
Comnunity concaris 

Conservation / reduced transponation (oiergy use) 
I organic techniques 

Economic: 1 
Wealth gaiaation 1 rcduces fmily food budget 
Physicd proasperity j provida çhcapa and iiaha pmducc 

I opponunity to m some additional income 
i 

pmvides empIoyment 
povmy allwiation swtegy 

Source of nutririous food 
Locd conml o v a  hod production 

Hdth  concems Food ricccss 
Equity concerns Recreationd activity 

Educationd oppomuiities 
Commmiry prinicipation opportunititi 



3.5. Montreal's Garden Proeram 

MontreaI's garden program, which dates back to 1975, serves as a model for other places. 

It is considered to be a good exampie of progressive policy and program implementation 

and one of the best such prograrns in North Ammica (Mougeot 1994,12). This succasfÙI 

community-Ievel garden p r o a m  has vimtaiiy eliminated unsanctioned gardens that were 

being planted on vacant land next to tracb and hydro-electric lines. Administered by the 

City's Department of Sports. Recreation and Social Development, this program currently 

oversees 73 garden sites with a total of 6.397 allounents with plots averaging 3 x 6 rn in 

size, and 14,000 gardeners. It is al1 part of the push by Montreal oficials and citizens to 

make their city into a 'model environmental capital' (Reid 1997a, 1). 

The gardening program reflects the City's environmental intent. One ofits goals is to 

"alIow citizens of al1 ages to garden in a cornmunity contes where they may improve 

their qudity of life as well as their nanual environment" (Reid 1997, 3). HorticuIturaI 

animators, who are city employees, supervise the gardens and offer advice to gardeners. 

RuIes established by the City and locaI garden cornmittees encourage ecological 

cardening methods. For example. oniy environmentaliy safe pesticides can be used and - 
application of organic fertilisers is encouragecl (Reid 1997,7). 

The need for equitable access to gardens is recognised through an explicitly stated god  of 

allowing democratic and impartial access to garden p bts for all interested Montreal 

citizens. Furthemore. in Montreai there are 73 municipally run garde= "reIatively weii 
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distributed throughout the city"? with the greatest demand coming €rom areas with most Iy 

rental properties (Reid 1997% 2). Many gardens are Iocated close to the homes of 

gardeners so that they c m  walk or cycle to their plot (Reid 1997b). Equitable access is 

also promoted through the development of gardens for peopIe ~vith special needs and 

theù location tvithin communities. The diverse miu of gardeners illusuates the success of 

this approach; they include participants kom day-care centres' handicapped persons. 

"MDS sufferers, persons with learning disabilities and those reintegrating into society" 

(Reid 1997% 6 ) .  Elevated areas for those in wheelchairs or with health problems are 

avaiIabIe at five gardens and added to any garden sites that request them. Eipht garden 

sites are multicultural in that at least 50 percent of their members corne from a variety of 

cultural backgrounds. In addition, there are 'youth gardens' for children behveen 9 and 

14 pus,  and one such progam is a day camp that offers other naturd science activities 

along with the gardeniag. 

Montreal's Department of Recreation. Parks and Socid DeveIopment administers the 

gardens and offers technical support as well as a variety of services. The city provides - 
the land, equipment, and materials necessary for the progam to hnction efficiently. It 

also repairs the equipment, provides water, cotlects garden refuse and offirs the services 

of horticuitu~al animators or counseliors as resource personnel. These animators visir the 

gardens on a rotating ba i s  to give advice to the gardeners (Reid 1997,3). 
C 

Montreai's urban g a r d a  have besome Uitegrated into community tife. They contribute 

to the beauty of neighbourhoods, provide a focus for meeting people and sponsor social 
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events such as corn roasts or community suppers. PeopIe from the surrounding areas 

Ieam about composting and organic growing techniques that they then incorporate at 

home. Soup and community kitchens also benefit fiom the redistribution of excess 

produce (Reid 1997a, 9). 

3.6. Conclusion 

Several connections have been made benveen dotment gardening and sustainable wban 

development, a socie~al goal currently king promoted by various United Nations 

agencies and govemments. Cultivating urban allotments is considered to be one way to 

respond to environmental and devebpmental issues such as poveny and pollution that are 

plaguinj cities. 

These issues can be fiarned within the theme conceptual model of sustainable 

development. This model frequently appears in the sustainable deveIopment literarure 

and has been used at the Iocal level by some civic guvcmments and civil suciety 

organisations to develop indicators of sustainabie urban development for the purpose of 

assessing progress towards this goal. 

While there are several o ther sustainable development concepnid mo dels, the theme 

conceptual mode1 was chosen as most appropriate for this study as it is reIativeIy easy to 

apply at the required scaIe of andysis, and it c m  reflea local issues and c o n c m  about 

sustainable urban development. Consequently, this mode1 c m  readiiy frame aspects of 
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allotment gardening relevant to sustainable urban development. Even so, this model is 

less than ideal, as it does not readily demonstrate the comections benveen the 

environmental. social and economic dimensions and the assigriment of indicators within 

each dimension varies among applications. 

The Montreal mode1 strenghens the connections benveen sustainable development, the 

theme model and allotment gardening, This community gardening system reflects the 

environmental intent of the City of Montreal while ensuring quit able access to aii 

citizens. Furthemore. trained horticuInuists manage the program and assist gardeners to 

facilitate a successhl gardening experience. The Montreal mode1 is used in conjunction 

with the theme model to guide the development of the conceptual karnework and 

research questions for this study. ïhey are explained in detait in the next chapter on 

research methods. 



C H A r n R  4 

RESEARCE iMETHOD AMI DATA COLLECTION 

J.O. Introduction 

ïhis snidy used a qualitative method. Hence the conceptual framework (Figure l), which 

is based on the study objectives. is presented first. This framework illustrates the snrdy 

themes. variables, and their relationships. and a listing of the raearch questions 

emanat ing €rom t hem fo 110 w s . 

A qualitative method was chosen, as this study was exploratory and inductive in narure' 

seeking to prornote a better understanding of urban aiiotments and their role in 

sustainable urban communities. Even though this was a qualitative study, a smctured 

social survey questionnaire was employed to coliect the data This instrument was chosen 

because it wouid dlow for the collection of data a m s s  a substantial number of gardeners 

within a limited amount of the ,  thus dIowing for potential camparisons within the 

sample. in addition, the use of simple univariate counts wodd enable the cesearcher to 

make generalisations across the sample population. Moreover, there were many large 

garden sites with various amers and managers, and Little was known about the - 
similarities and differences benveen them. Hence, one of the objectives of data coiiection 

\vas to interview enough gardeners at each grden site to allow for some comparison 

benveen the various sites. 



Figure 1. Conceptual Framcwork for Study 
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4.1. Research Questions 

Several research questions are used to assess the contribution of Winnipeg's aiiotments to 

sustainable development. These research questions are based on the implicit links 

benveen allotment gardening and sustainable urban development as made in the litmature 

and, in mm, kamed by the theme conceptual mode1 {supra p.14). Appropriate indicators, 

which would be relevant at the scale of the garden plot and individual, and limited to 

criticai factors, w r e  chosen. As the conceptual fiamework shows (Figure 1)' the research 

questions and indicators were then used to analyse the data couected on allotment 

gardens, gardeners and land-use. The research questions, dong with a description of 

their connection to sustainable development and sdected indicators, follow. 

4.1 .O. Research Questions: Economic Sub-Theme 

The first nvo research questions investigate the economic dimension of sustainable 

development. They consider whether atlotment gardening is beiig used as a povem 

alleviation strategy and determine if gardeners are realising any economic benefits by 

undertaking thk activity. The fust question, then, focuses on poverty alleviation- 

Resemch Ouestion 1 
Do the poor and unemployed cultivate dotment gardens in Winnipeg? 

Poverty alleviation smegies have been historically related to dotment 

gardening, and were the main impetus for thek development at the end of the 19" 



cen- and then again periodically in the 20' century during tirnes of need. 

Allotment gardening in Europe and Canada, however, is now mainly a 

recreational activity (supra p.24), but with rising urban poverty (supra p.2) this 

activity is once again being promoted as a poverty alleviation strategy. in 

addition, poverty alleviation is considered essential for sustainable development 

(supra p. 35). Thus, this question investigates whether the urban poor in Winnipeg 

are using aiiotments as a coping strategy by detemining how many are gardening 

on allotments and comparing this to the proportion of poor in the metropotitan 

population. 

Research Ouestion 2 
Do Winnipeg's allotment gardeners benefit economically by producing 
their o t n  h i t  and vegetables'! 

h o t h e r  necessary condition for sustainable development is that economic 

activities should conmbute to human tve1I-being. In the case of allotment 

gardeMg, the garden produce suppIements famiIy food intake and reduces the 

amount of money spent at the grocery store. For euample, Canadian data show 

that the net gain is $10.00 in r e m  per square m e  in an established garden[O 

(Hough 1995,224). The purpose ofthis question, then, is to examine the 

economic benefits to dotment gardeners and their families in Winnipeg and 

determine if gardening successfully augments their food self-reliance by asking 

gardeners about their aliotment gardening and value of garden produce. 

'" Hough intensively ruluvateci a gardai plot in Soutiiem Ontario in the eariy 1980s to determine aonomic 
advantages o f  growmg food on plots. î h ~ ~  rate o f  r m  ts based on th& work 
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41.1. Research Ouestions: Environmental Sub-Theme 

Research Question 3 

Do Winnipeg's gardeners employ organic gardening techniques to prevent 
pollution and promote resource conservation'? 

Organic gardening methods are often associated with sustainable development, 

and when such methods are used, soi1 fertility and productivity are maintained 

tvithout the use of synthetic chernical fertilisers, pesticides or herbicides 

(Environment Canada 1992, 3). Instead, composting, animal manure, rnulching, 

crop rotation, biologically k e d  nitrogen and cover crops are employed, while 

pests are controlled through biological pest control and envuonmentaiiy safe 

insecticides. Such techniques are considered to be more sustainable as they do 

not pollute the environment and, in addition, they conserve resources by using 

closed-looped processes whereby the outputs of one gardening process becorne 

inputs for another process: for example. compost and animal manure used to 

augment the soii. in the case of compost, vegetative debris fiom one growing 

cycle is composted and added to the soi1 to rnaintaixuincrease soiI productivity for 

the next growing cycle. This process is optirnised when composting is done at the 

garden site, in which case the compost does not have to be transported. Animal 

rnanure, though, is not considered to be as sustainable, as it must be uansported 

f?om f m s  to plots thus increasing carbon emissions thought to be conmiuting to 

climate change. This research question, then, e.qlores the extent to which 



Winnipeg's allotment gardeners use organic techniques, another theme critical in 

understanding the links benveen alIounents and sustainable development. 

4.1.2. Research Ouestions: Social Sub-Theme 

Research Ouestion 4 
1s access to Winnipeg's allotment plots equitable? 

If development strategies are to be considered sustainable, then they should 

benefit al1 members of society. Sometimes social and physicai barriers are present 

that exclude identifiable goups of people. For example, garden plots should be 

located so that they can be reached by walEcmg or cycling, thereby not preventing 

those without personal vehicles from also reaping the economic and social 

benefits of gardening. Consequently, this question e~plores whether access is 

equitable by looking at gardener diversity: Le., Ievel of participation by people 

Eom various age, income and ethnic goups; distance of plots kom gardeners' 

homes; methods of transportation to and from the plots: and gardeners' opinions 

regarding these issues of accessibility. 

Research Ouestion 5 
Does ailotment gardening c o n m i e  to gardeners' individuai well-being 
by providing health and education benefits and socialisation opportunities? 

Sustainable development also considers those aspects of an individuai's well-being that 

are dependent on supportive sociaI systems and opportunities. Allotment gardening 

potentiaüy offers many socid benefits to gardener partici~ants such as enhancd heaIth 
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through outdoor activities there also exists the potential to uicrease individual capacity 

through increased education, recreation and exercise, the eating of Eesh garden produce 

or socialisation opportunities. This question, then, investigates whether Winnipeg's 

aiiotment gardeners receive these social b e n e h  through their gardening activity. 

4.2, Ouestionnaire Desien 

From the foregoing research questions and indicators, the survey questions were 

formulated to elicit the necessary data fiom respondents. Several sources were used to 

draw up these questions and they included the literature review, studies on assessing 

sustainable development, and several papers that were presented at the 1997 

"International Conference on Sustainable Urban Food Systems". which was attended by 

the researcher immediately p ior  to designing the questionnaire. Also. books on 

quest io~aire  design and survey methods were consulted to ensure that the questionnaire 

was appropriately and carefully fomulated (Hammond 1978, Nichols, 199 1, Spector 

1981). 

Several aspects of questionnaire design were considered and integrated into the survey 

instrument, which was to be administered principaliy through face-to-face interviews. 

The number of questions was kept to a minimum so as to maintain interest, yet be 

sufficieut to gain the confidence of the interviewees. Most questions were smctured 

(closed questions) with mukategorial  responses chat aiiowed for only one response, so 

as to facilitate data compilation and ensure comparability among res~ondents. There 
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were, however, multiple response questions where necessary. Also, open-ended and 

opinion questions using a Likert scale were dispersed throughout the questionnaire to add 

variety and maintain the respondent's interest. There were qualifying questions at the 

outset with the first section containing several general Iead-up questions aimed to put the 

interviewee at ease. Care was taken to use simple words that were neutral and yet 

explicit as a means of avoiding ambiguity. In total there were 61 questions. The 

questionnaire is in Appendix 1. 

4.2.0. Ouestionnaire Stmcture 

The questionnaire was organised into nine sections. Of these, sections one, two, eight 

and nine elicited information on the gardeners and plot Iand-use that would provide 

background information on both gardeners and their plots. in addition, the first section 

asked questions that would gain the confidence of the respondent. The first question "do 

you do most of the work on this plot:"'. was a qualifymg question to h d  out if the 

respondent would be able to answer most of the questions. Following this were questions 

about their reasons for gardening, the number ofyears they had maintained a plot, 

amount of time spent at the plot, number of pIots cuitivared, whether they belonged to a 

carden society and how they h t  became interested in gardening a plot. The next section - 
obtained details of the plot and its use. Here, questions pertained to the distance of the 

plot from the gardener's home, and an bentory  of vegetables and h i t s  being grown in 

1997. The last section of the questionnaire gathered personal data relating to family 

inca me. age. gender. ethnicity. emp l a p e n t  and educational attainment . Barriers and 
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problems experienced by gardeners were covered in questions 50 to 55, and ended with 

an open question that asked what additional services and amenities they thought plot 

oivners might provide so as to better assist them in their activity. 

With respect to the first research question on poverty alleviation, the second survey 

question on reasons for gardening included a choice " to reduce the family food budget". 

Other questions relating to this topic tvere question 59 on annual family income and 

question 6 1 on employment. The second research question on economic self-reliance 

was linked to Section III of the questionnaire. where the economic benefits of allotment 

cultivation were investigated. These questions focussed on the costs of gardening, the 

value of garden produce, and how the respondents used their produce. Questions 10 and 

13 on perceived costs and value of garden produce were used to determine an economic 

value for garden crops and, consequentIy, to ascertain the economic benefits to the 

gardener. Questions 9, 1 1 and 12 examined economic benefits to the gardener's family: - 
they enquired about the proportion of the yearly intake of garden produce that cornes 

from the plot, how the produce ivas used and the number of people in the household 

consurning the produce. 

Sections VI and VI1 focussed on gardening techniques, and whether the gardeners 

employed organic methods. Ali were related to research question threg, so that these 

sections incIuded questions about the application of fertiiisers, pesticides and herbicides, 

water and tool use, and availability of compost bins. 



ï h e  fourth research question on equitable access \vas addressed by various questions 

throughout such as those on age ($57)- ethnicity (#58), and annual family incorne ($59). 

Question number 36 asked how gardeners mainly uavetled to their plots, while numbers 

53 and 54 asked gardeners their opinions about access to plots. There were several other 

questions in Section IV focussing on research question five, which examined social 

benefits. Here respondents were queried as to how they acquired their knowledge of 

wdening; whether they had taught anyone else to garden, and if they shared their 5 

eardening knowledge with other gardeners. Oppomrnities to socialise were addressed by 
b 

questions 20,25 and 16. Gardening is also associated with individual heaith benefits, and 

three questions examined this aspect of the social subtheme. Question 2 on reasons for 

eardening included options related to health sucb as for 'physical activity', mentai - 
relaxation or 'nutritious food', while question 23 asked whether or not the respondent 

considered gardening to be a healthy activity, and question 24 asked about the perceived 

nutritional value of garden produce. 

4.3. lnventorv o f  Allotments 

initiaiiy it was necessary to determine the location of ail garden sites ~vithin the City of 

Winnipeg and, once achieved, establish how many dotments were being utiiised in 

1997. From these data a sampie could be atablished. This inventory cornmenced in June 

1997 and continued through to the middie of July. First, a Iist of garden sites was 

obtained fkom three organisations previously identifiecl as landowners that rented plots, 

namely the City of Winnipeg, Manitoba Hydro and Burlington Northem Railway (now 
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BNSF Corp.) (the researcher was already fmiliar with some of the plots rented by these 

organisations). From the City of Winnipeg, a Iist of plots with location and number of 

plots at each site was provided. A Manitoba Hydro spokesperson gave a verbal 

description of the nvo locations where they rented-out plots, while an official at the 

Burlington Northem Raiiway provided the name and telephone number of the person at 

the Lindsay Street Garden CIub who was responsible for leasing their plots. This garden 

society was responsible for the administration of Burlington Northem Railway plots. 

With this information, some 49 sites were then visited during the last week of June 1997. 

During these visits, it was noted that many of the plots on the Winnipeg City and 

Manitoba Hydro lists were directly behind or beside houses so that adjacent homeowners 

tended to treat them as extensions of their yard. Moreover, many of these plots were not 

part of larger garden sites. According to a civic spokesperson, some homeowners rented 

these adjacent plots solely to prevent other people from renting them, and consequently, 

were not cultivating them. It was estimated that there were appro.uimately 1243 plots 

available for rent at the time of the inventory. Manitoba Hydro had the most available 

plots (its spokesman reponed having about 400 avaiiable that year, although this 

researcher counted ody 53 cultivated plots). Othenvise, Ft. Garry Horticulturd Society 

was the only other organisation with a substantial number of unused plots, having 30 

rented out of a potential 100. in addition, the City of Winnipeg had approximately 200 

availabIe plots at various locations. 



One 0 t h  garden site. that of the Ft. Garry HorticuIture Society gardens, was found 

during the first phase of the inventory when the researcher was driving around looking 

for City of Winnipeg plots. ivhile those at St. Amant Hospital were identified later by a 

cardener during an interview. This raised the possibility that some garden sites had been 
w 

missed durhg the inventory process. However, given the familiarity of many of the 

gardeners with available garden plots in the City and the amount of t h e  spent locating 

uarden sites in various areas of the city, the researcher concluded that the risk of having 3 

missed any larger garden sites was minimal. 

Afier making these site visits. it was decided to ody  survey garden sites that had more 

than 10 contiguous plots. This decision was made because there was insufficient t h e  to 

contact and interview a representative sarnple kom al1 rented pIots, which were widely 

scattered throughout the cityl'. Second, gardeners leasing isoiated plots would not be 

able to respond to questions on social interaction at the garden sites and also regarding 

shared vaIues and knowledge transmission among dotment gardeners. Third, the 

majority of gardeners (56 percent) leased plots at the larger garden sites and it was 

advantageous to concentrate on reaching them as they wouId be able to respond to the 

survey questions, wtLich were designed to eiicit data on dotments massed at larger 

garden sites. In addition, their responses were necessary to determine if there were 

noticeable differences benveen these larger aiiotments. Figure 2 shows the location of 

'' There were 6 18 plots aviilable according to City of LVipeg records and of these, 41 1 were rented and 
SU were m groupmgs oiiess h m  iü or suigie piots. 
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those garden sites included in the survey. 

Only at Optimist Park and Legion Park Gardens were garden plots clearly identified by 

number; hence for the remainder, individual allotments needed to be numbered on sketch 

maps so as to identifi the nurnber of plots that were being cultivated, Uncultivated plots 

were not included in the sample, as the researcher could not determine if they were 

actually rented. The researcher was advised by Winnipeg City and Manitoba Hydro 

representatives that some people would rent plots, but not cultivate them, often because 

of loss of initial interest or lack of anticipated the .  Figure 3 illustrates how allotments 

were numbered at St. Charles Grove garden site. The inventory of al1 allotment sites that 

met the criteria for inclusion showed a total of 602 cultivated plots (Table 5.0). 

4.3.0. Inventorv Probiems Encountered 

Two problems were encountered in doing the inventory. First, it was difficult to Iocate 

people responsible for renting plots. For example, the researcher taiked with five 

different people before contacthg the person managing the Lindsay Street Garden Club 

plot rentals. Second, none of the pIot owners or garden clubs was able to provide maps of 

individual garden sites. which meant that plots at most grden  sites had to be mapped and 

nurnbered by the researcher. It was occasiondy hard to determine the number of pIots 

within garden sites, especialIy as plants were maturing, thereby hiding borders. In 

addition, cropping patterns were fairly consistent across the majority of plots so that fetv 



Figure 1 
Location of Garden Plots 



Assiniboine River 

Figure 3 
Sketch Map Showing Numbered Plots at St- Charles Grove Garden Site 



had distinct edging material or markings. However, to ensure accuracy sites were re- 

counted and those renting the plots at these sites were asked about any disuepancies. 

4.4. Field Survey 

The s w e y  goal was to obtain interviews with at Ieast 10 percent of the gardeners at each 

garden site, as this would ensure that more than one gardener was interviewed at the 

smaller garden sites and adequate information collected. Consequently, a stratified 

sarnpling technique was used whereby rented plots that itvere being cultivated were 

numbered sequentially at each garden site, Le.. each of the garden sites formed a subset 

of the population, and a random number tabIe \vas used to select the required number of 

plots. 

To ensure confidentiality when interviewing gardeners, tvo approaches were tried. The 

f ~ s t  was to visit the garden sites on a random bais, and interview gardeners from the 

randomly selected plots when they were at their plots. Unfortunately, thii method proved 

umvorkable at that time of the pwing  season (it was at the end of July when plots 

required iittle attention), since there was neither the t h e  nor the opportunity to be at 

identified plots at times when al1 the gardeners were present. Thus, a great deal of tirne 

was spent waiting for sporadic appearances by grdeners, even though plots were visited . 

at various times during the day when the researcher was on holidays fiom work to 

determine when they were most likely to be the .  



Consequently, another method was chosen. Letters were lefi at the randomly selected 

plots asking gardeners to contact the researcher by telephone to establish a time for an 

interview. Sixteen percent ofthe sample population responded to these letters. After 

interviewing these grdeners. those responsible for renting plots at the five garden sites 

managed by the garden societies and PvIaniroba Hydro were asked if they could supply the 

narnes and phone numbers of gardeners who were renting the pre-selected plots. in only 

two cases were they able to match the selected plots with renters. in these cases the plot 

renters were then contacted and an appointment for an interview made. ï h e  majority of  

these interviews took place during Auqst. This resutted in 23 interviews or 34 percent 

of the sample population. The remaining 50 percent of the interviews were obtained by 

visiting garden sites on a random bais in September and early October, in the evenings 

or during the day on weekends, when gardeners were harvesting and clearing the+ plots. 

Interviews were conducted with 67 gardeners ( t f percent sample) of which 63 were 

interviewed in person-either at their plot or home-and four on the telephone (these 

interviews were given on the telephone at the expkit  request of the interviewees). 

Al1 gardeners were advised that the questionnaire was confidential given the sensitive 

nature of some of the information being requested, By stressing the confidentiality of the 

s w e y  it was anticipated that more rehable responses would be obtained. Everyone ivho 

was asked for an interview compiied and interviews nomaiiy took benveen 30 minutes 

and one hour. 



The questionnaire met the requirements of the survey as a reliable research tool. The fist  

five interviews were used as the pilot s w e y  because of time constraints and only nvo 

questions were dropped, namely number 2 1 on how gardening has increased specific 

knowledge and number 32 on whether gardening is a creative activity, One of these 

questions was redundant and the other appeared to confuse respondents. There were four 

non-responses to the question on annual family income (question iC59). in addition, four 

plot holders with less than a Grade-Eight education needed to have some of the questions 

clarified before they couid respond. 

As the sample was a non-probability sarnple (only 50% ofthe respondents were 

randomly selected), the transferability of the hdings to the larger population of 

Winnipeg allotment gardeners. Le,. ability to generalise, was hampered. The data 

however, supported the exploratory Ultent of the study by providing information on 

Winnipeg's allotments and for the assessrnent of the? conmbution to sustainable 

development. 

4.5. Conclusion 

Research questions based on the conceptual fiamework were designed to assess the 

contniution of ailotment gardening to sustainable community development in Winnipeg, 

and they consequentIy focusseci on poverty alleviation, economic self-reliance, equitable 

access to plots, organic gardening techniques and social well-being of gardeners. The 



epistemic links benveen sustainable development and dotment gardening were then 

established along with sets of appropriate indicators for each research question. 

A questionnaire was the primary research tool; design considerations included such 

aspects as question structure, overall organisation and wording. Multiple questions were 

included to measure each indicator and connected to the corresponding research question. 

The questionnaire was given to 1 1 percent of plot holders. 

The breadth of coverage of the questionnaire provided much useful data to explore the 

allotment-sustainable development interface and supports the inductive, exploratory 

approach of t h s  snidy. Before the questionnaire could be applied it was necessary to 

undenaice an inventoy of the garden sites and plots to provide background information 

and determine the sample, Ideally, plot owners would have been able to provide maps 

and inventories of garden sites under their care along with an accurate number of plot 

renters, which would have saved much t h e .  This was not, however, the case, and the 

researcher spent approximately six weeks locating and counting plots, before 

adminis te~g  the questionnaire. This meant that rnuch vaIuabIe time during the spring 

planting period was lost. Furthemore, interviews with the gardeners did not start until 

August, thus Ieavinp just over nvo months to locate selected gardeners and administer the 

questionnaire. This process was further hampered because many of the gardeners and 

the researcher worked fuU-time leaving only week nights (with diminishing daylight) and 

weekends for interviews, In addition, the decision to reach IO percent of the gardeners at 

each ga rda  site rather than focusing on interviewhg a random sample fiom across the 

entire sample f i m e  also absorbed more tirne. Consequently, a probabiiity sample was 
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not obtained. This meant that findings Fiom the study could not be generalised to the 

larger population of gardeners, and also reduced their tram ferability to other settings. 

Moreover. there was an increased risk of bias in the responses, 

Efforts to gather information on each garden site and its gardeners did, however? prove 

usehl. This information. aIong with that gleaned by the inventory, provided an 

understanding and profile of allotment gardening in Winnipeg that was not available prior 

to this study. Thus, a description and explanation of the organisation of the garden sites 

and their management and allotment culture in Winnipeg follows in the nen  chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

WTNNIPEG'S ALLOTMENT GARDENS AND GARDENERS 

5.0 Introduction 

Little information was available on Winnipeg's ailotments pnor to this snidy. The 

inventory, which was done during the k t  half of the field season, provided this 

previously lacking information on garden sites and their management. The questionnaire 

swvey was then used to collect data on the motivations, values and attitudes of the 

gardeners accessing the plots at these garden sites, so that an understanding of allotment 

culture in Winnipeg could be built. 

The degree to which allotment gardens differed within Winnipeg was not known at the 

outset of the study. It was initiaily thought that there wouid be noticeabie differences in 

cropping patterns as weii as motivations and attitudes of gardeners, at least at the larger 

earden sites, as these sites were located in different areas of the city (Figure 2). This idea - 
was based on the possibility that differences e.xisted benveen soi1 types, drainage, water 

availability and microclimates at the garden sites; hence, allotment crops and cultivation 

techniques would Vary spatially. This thinking also applies to gardeners, as people of 

sirnilar cultural and socio-econornic backgrounds tend to live near each other and are 

more likely to yarden at sites near their homes (Weir 1978). They would then bring their 

attitudes, knowledge and traditions to the gardening experïence, which would affect theu 



At the same time, Winnipeg's allotment gardens are part of and c o ~ e c t e d  to the larger 

allotment culture out of which they developed. While they are bound to share many of the 

characteristics of this macro-culture, local nuances shaped by local socio-economic and 

institutional forces are likely to have emerged. In essence, Winnipeg's allotments occupy 

both physical and cultural space and their position within these spaces needs to be 

defined. 

5.1. W i n n i ~ w ' s  Aiiotment Gardens 

The allotment garden sites are situated ivithin the urban boundary of Winnipeg. Their 

location is partially detemined by historical settlement patterns and influenced by local 

land-use, as well as the social institutions that have evolved with them. Even though the 

number of allotments is not large when compared to other Canadian cities such as 

Vancouver or Montreal, their institutional landscape is varied along with their 

management. 

Winnipeg is built around the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers: the Red 

flows Eom south to north and the Assiniboine west to east (Figure 2). Rior to European 

settlement in the 19' century, this region, which is part ofthe Raine Ecozone, was 

predorninately open plains covered by ta11 and mked grassland with trees and shrubs 

(poplar, e h ,  ash, wiiiow. elder, Manitoba maple, oak and cononwood) beinp found 

mainly alon- riverbanks and in lowlands- T h e  organically rich f i e  soil overlays 
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moraine and lake bottom materids provided by glacial Lake Agassiz" and is particuIarIy 

well suited for agriculture (Manitoba Environment 1997, 17). This landscape has a h o s t  

completely been modified by cultivation over the last 150 years so that fetv patches of 

original prairie remaining (Peters 1983, 1). 

The thermal regime ranges tom cold winters ivith daiiy rnean temperatures ranging fiom 

4.7"C in November to -1 8.3"C in January to warm to hot summers where the daily 

mean for July (the warmest month) is 1 9.S°C. There is moderate to minimal 

precipitation-mean 290.9mm fiom May through September (Environment Canada 

1998). Manitoba vegetables flourish due to good grotving conditions: long days and 

relatively cool nights (Pritchard in Werier 1985). in Winnipeg, there are 1 15 frost-tee 

days, thus allotving a summer growing season of four to five months (personal 

communication with Manitoba Agriculture SoiIs and Crops Division 1998). Over 50 

types of vegetables are grown commercially in Southem Manitoba where Winnipeg is 

located, indicating that a variety of crops c m  be grown on allotments. 

5.1.0. Garden Sites Descriation 

Garden sites are located on the fo Uotving types of urban green space (Fipure 1): 

1) Riverbank location: RiveMew Gardens, St. Amant Gardens and St. 
CharIes Grove; 

2) Utility rights-o f-way: Lindsay St. Gardeas, McGillvray/Clarence, 
Parker Avenue, AvalomBishop Grandin; and 

3) Edge of large fields: Legion Park Gardens, Optimist Park and 
Waverley PIots. 



Table 5.0. Inventor- and Description of Garden Sites: June 1 , 1 9 9 7 4 u l y  31,1997 

N m e  of Garden 
Site 

1. Avalon/Bishop 
Grandm Plots 

1. Lcgion Park 
Gardms 

3. Lindsay Si. 
Gardais 

4. McGiIlvary/ 
Claruice plots 

5. Optitnin Park 
Gardais 

6. Parker Gardtn 
Plors 

7. Rivwview 
Gardms 

Y. St. h a n t  
Gardais 

9. St. Charlei 
Grove 

10. Waverley 
Plots 

Total 

Location 

Avdon & 
Bishop 
Grandin 
Silver Ave. 
At Lyle St. 

Lindsay SI. 
dong 
Fbilway 
Tracks 

Hydro 
right-of- 
WaY 
McGillvray 
to Claruice 
Saskat- 
chewan & 
Suuiuiit 
Road 
Ft. Gany - 
Parker Avc. 
Between 
Danicl &: 
Darick 
Churchill 
Drive 

441 Riva 
Rond 

Ponage 
Ave. At 
Pairneter 

Wavaley 
near Bishop 
Grimdin 

No. of 
Plots 
Rented 

15 

102 

1 10 

23 

65 

10 

100 

78 

69 

30 

602 

Adtninistrator 

Cityof 
Winnipeg 

St. James 
Honicultural 
Society 
Lindsay Street 
Garden Club 

Manitoba 
Hydro 

W i p e g  City 

Winnipeg City 

Rivavicw 
Garden Club 

St. Amant 
Ceutre 

Winnipeg City- 
36 
Charleswood 
Horticuiturd 
Society- 33 
Ft. Gi~t'ly 
Horticulturd 
Society 

Owner 

W i p e g  
City 

W i p e g  
City 

Burlington 
Nonhern 
Santa Fe 
Railway 

Manitoba 
H ydro 

Winnipeg 
City 

Winnipeg 
City 

Winnipeg 
City 

St. Amant 
Hospital 

Winnipeg 
City 

Waverley 
Garda 
Suppliti 

Dimension 
of Plots 

7.5 x 30 m 

7.5 x 30 m 

7.5 x 15 m 

7.5 x 15 m 

7.5 x 30 m 

7 5  x 30 m 

9 x 1 2 m  

7.5 x 15 
(haif plots) 
15 x 15 m 
7.5 x 30 m 

9.6 x 12 

Annuai Rental 
Fee 

S15-25.00 

S 15-25.00 

S20.00 

S 15.00 

SIS-25.00 

S 19-25.00 

S15-25.00 

S15.00 
S30.00 

S 15-25.00 

n/a 



Fi_= 3 
Parker Ave. Gardens with fencing to keep out der-June 1997 



Figure 5 
Ft, G m y  Horticulture Society Garda-June 1997 



Figure 6 
S t. Charles Grove Gardens-lune 1997 
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Those gardens that are locatedon riverbanks are subject to spring flooding. which. 

according to some of the gardeners at these sites, Leaves behind silt that enriches the garden 

soil. While this location is fomùtous for gardeners with riverbank plots, the situation was 

different for gardeners at some of the other locations. The gardeners on Parker Avenue, for 

example, had to eren fencing to keep the deer out of their gardens (Figure 31, while those 

on Waverley were plagued by drainage problems for which they could not h d  a workable 

solution. Moreover, hvo of the gardeners interviewed at Optimist Park gardens were 

convinced that their plot's soi1 was contaminateci by toxic waste seeping into the gardens 

fiom a nearby city landfill. 

These garden sites varied in area and number of plots, which tended to be rectilinear in 

shape. with sizes commonly being 7.5 x 15 m. 7.5 x 30 m or 15 x 15 m (Table 5.0). 

Photopphs of typical garden sites are provided by Fipures 3, 4 and 5. Built structures 

were found only at Riverview Gardens where there were compost bins and at Parker 

Avenue where there were fences (Figure 3). None of the garden sites had sheds, cottages, 

play equipment or bathrooms as can commonly occur in Europe. Two sites, Riverview 

Gardens and Legion Park Gardens, did have one picnic table each. Legion Park and St. 

Amant plots were the only sites with standpipes. Rwtal fees were fairly similar for al1 

plots with the City of Winnipeg renting the largest plots for the lowest annuai cost at 

SI5.00 each. Most plots are rented out at between $15.00 and $20.00 per year. 

Garden sites in Winnipeg most closely emulate those in the United Kingdom in that there is 

a general lack of amenities at the sites as compared to allotments in Sweden and Germany 
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(supra p.72). Even so. those in the United KUigdom have permanent storage sheds, which 

do not eirist at Winnipeg ailotrnents. Gardeners noted this lack of amenities and storage 

sheds during interviews. When asked an open question as to how garden-site owners or 

garden societies might better assist them, they suggested that the fol lo~uig be provided: 

1)  water source close to plots 
2) compost bins 
3) garden shed 
4) cornmunity roto-tiller,.mulcher 
5 )  public washrooms 

Garden site tenure did not appear to be the reason for this lack of amenities, as even 

established garden sites such as Lindsay Street Gardens did not have them. One possibIe 

explmation is that plots in Winnipeg tend to be smaller (1 15-??5rn2) than those in Eumpe 

where they range frorn 200-400m2. thus allowing less room for stomge sheds. Another 

possible reason is that thefi and vandalism are pervasive problems at W i p e g ' s  

dlotments, which act as a deterrent to erecting structures and leaving tools and so on at 

the garden sites (infia p.82). 

Even though there was a general Iack of amenities at garden sites such as public washrooms, 

compost bins, storage sheds or standpipes that wodd help gardeners, they did not seem to 

expect that these facilities shouid or tvouid be in place. This raises the possibility that those 

nardeners who are discouraged by problems of thefi or lack of on-site amenities sMpIy 3 

ceased gardening, thus leaving these problems unresolved. 



5.1.1. Garden Site Management 

The land on which the plots are siniated is owned by five organisations: Burlington 

Norihem Santa Fe Railway; Manitoba Hydro; St. Amant Centre; Waverley Garden 

Supplies; and Winnipeg City. While Manitoba Hydro and the St. Amant Centre r a t  

plots directly to individual çardeners, the remainder are administered and rented through 

five gardening societies, with the exception being Winnipeg City. The City rems plots 

directly to individuals at some sites-Avalon~Bishop Grandin Plots, Parker St. Plots, 

Optimist Park Gardens and St. Charles Grove-and blocks of plots to garden societies at 

other sites-Riverview Gardens and Legion Park Gardens (Figure 2). 

Plots are administered either by the plot owners directly or through garden societies. 

There are five active gardening societies that manage 372 plots, or 62 percent ofrhe plots 

surveyed. These are the Charleswood Horticulture Society, Ft. Garry Horticulture 

Society, Lindsay St. Garden Club, Riverview Garden Club and St. James Horticulture 

Society. ï h e  role and activities of these garden societies paraiiels that of garden clubs 

elsewhere in that they administer and manage plots on behaif of their membership and 

offer educational programs and social events (supra p. 25). In Winnipeg, these services 

also inchde such activities as allocating demarcated allotments to would-be leaseholders 

and organising garden competitions. In addition, both the Ft. Garry and St. James 

HorticuItural Societies make smaiier plots available for children as part of their parent's 



membership fees, while Charleswood Horticultural Society offers an educational program 

on gardening in local schools. 

Of the five garden societies. nvo had recently relocated their plots and, as a result, had 

lost members. Charleswood Honicultural Society had to move from their Charleswood 

location to plots at St. Charles Grove. which was across the Assiniboine River. The Ft. 

Garry Horticulture Society had also moved in the pas  few years and had only 30 active 

members at the tirne of the survey. 

Garden site owners that also administered their plots provided only basic services. These 

included marking plot boundaries, coIlecting remal fees and in the case of the City of 

Winnipeg, roto-tilling plots in the autumn. Neither the City of Winnipeg nor other garden 

site owners offered educational p r o p m s  or sponsored garden competitions. 

Garden managers and owners are in a position to enhance the gardening e.qerience, but 

instead, may jeopardise its success by neglecting probletm. For example, while Manitoba 

Hydro mows the grass around their plots. apparently it is doue sporadicaily and weeds 

fiequently ovemin the cdtivated plots. Consequently, rentals have declined. During the 

interviews gardeners suggested several Mprovements that they would me, and they 

1 ) ensure plots are kept clean 
2) correct drainage probIems 
3) provide security fencing 
4) make information on renbg plots more accessibIe 
5 )  designate mare land for pIots 



6) plots to have property tax exemption status 
7) ensure plots not rented are kept clean 
8)  provide Iong term leases to garden societies 
9)  encourage orgaaic gardening 
10) stop City of Winnipeg employees dnving across plots 
1 I ) collective seed purchases by gardening clubs 
12) better transmission of gardening knowledge 
13) providt maps so new renters cm h d  plots 
14) control dogs getthg into the gardens. 

When queried about problerns gardeners encountered in both renting and cultivating their 

plots, the most kequently mentioned probIern was theft, with vandalism being listed second 

(Table 5.1 ). Most grdeners. however, did not tbink that there were solutions to such 

problems as theft and vandaIisrn. According to a spokesperson from the Riverview Garden 

Society. these problems were perennial and much time had been spent Iooking for solutions, 

with the selected and only course-of-action that seemed realistic being to plant more 

vegetabIes to cornpensate for losses. 

Table 5.1. Most Frequent ProbIems Encountered by Gardenets 

1 f roblcm 1 %Al Cardeners 

Lack Co-aperrttion 9.0 
ûther gardaiers n 

Garden sites are disperseci throughout the southtvest and northwest sections of the city. 

ï hey  are similar in Iayout to garden sites in Europe and the United Kingdom in that 
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numerous rectilinear plots (10 - 1 10) are grouped at the ga rda  sites. Unlike garden sites 

in Europe, however, Winnipeg's plots have few. ifany garden site amenities. In this 

regard, they are more similar to allotments in the United Kingdom, The reason that few 

amenities are offered at Winnipeg ailotments is that these gardens evolved at a much later 

date under different social circumstances than those in Europe. They were mainly started 

as Victory Gardens and, consequently, have historic links to the United Kingdorn. 

Hence, they do not have the same culturai underpinnings or IeveI of influence as gardens 

in Europe and the United Kingdom where they are estabtished and legdy recognised 

land-uses. ûther reasons are pro bably the smaller size of most alloanents in Winnipeg 

as compared with those in Europe and the level of thefi and vandalism at the plots, which 

remains unchecked. 

Garden sites within Winnipeg varied slightly. Hence, plot productivity also seemed to 

Vary; there were some differences in soils with those on riverbanks receiving the benefits 

fiom silt left afier spring flooding while others face drainage and possible contamination 

problems. There was &O some variation in garden site management, ivhich would affect 

plot productivity. Garden societies offered more services to their members than did plot 

otvner-managers, such as ensuring that ernpty plots and areas surrounding the plots were 

kept clean. Consequently, gardeners generaily encountered fewer problems at sites 

managed by these garden societies and they received the additional ben& of educational 

progams. 



5.2. Gardener ~Motivations, Values and Attitudes 

According to Crouch ( 1997) dotnent  gardening constitutes a unique and shared culture 

(supra p.24). This study now t u m  to look at the extent that Winnipeg's gardeners share the 

motivations, values and attitudes of this culture. 

52.0. Reasons for Gardening 

Gardeners were asked to give their reasons for gardening and the responses were 

subsequently organised into 10 categories that had been derived from the literature 

review. They are as foliows: 

outside recreatiow ho bby ; 
reduce family food budget; 
mental relaxation: 
nutritious food; 
physical activity; 
organic produce; 
family tradition/ custom; 
meeting other people; 
family activity; and 
creative activit y. 

From the respondents were added nvo others; namely, "source of Eesh vegetables" and 

'Wce to see things grow" (Table 5.2). 



The most frequently cited reasons for gardening given by the gardeners were: 

1 ) as an outdoor recreation or hobby; 
2) for the tesh vegetables; 
3) reduce the farnily food budget 

The main reason for gardening given by 70.2 percent of respondents was for "outside 

recreation/hobby", while only 19.4 percent gardened to reduce the family food budget. 

Table 5.2. Reasons for Gardening 

/ '-source tesh vegetables ] 37.3 1 

Reasons 

I . Outside recreatioalhobby 

% al1 Gardeners 
n=67 
70.2 

/ 5. Numtious food 1 16.4 1 
3. Reduce family food budget 
4. Mental relaxation 

19.4 
17.9 

6. Physicai activity 
7. Organic uroduce 

13.4 
13.4 

S. Family nadition~custom 
9. Meeting other ueoule 

As the Literature review revealed, people mainly garden to&y as a form of recreation and 

for or~anically grown food (supra p.24). While most Winnipeg's gardeners also 

9.0 
6.0 

1 0. Family activity 
1 L . Creative activity 
12. Likes to see things s o w  

gardened for recreationaily purposes, few were rnotivated by the desire for organicaily 

a o m  food. Hence, W i p e g  's ailotment cuIture differs sorne~vhat tkom that of the - 
l q e r  ailotment culture as defined by Crouch (1997) and others. One apparent 

6.0 
1.5 
1.5 

exdanation for this difference is that few of the gardeners in the sample practised organic 
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eardening (3%) and organic methods did not generaliy seem important to the ohers. St - 
should be noted, however, that over 90 percent of gardeners in the Winnipeg sample 

thought that gardening improved the local environment, This suggests that environmental 

awareness exists in the group, but that the finer points of managing this environment have 

not been internaliseci. The reasons for this lack of interest in organic gardening are more 

fully explored in Chapter 6 (infra p. 103). 

Further information on gardener's motivations and attitudes was gathered by posing 

statements to them and measuring their responses using a five-point Likert Scale (Table 

5.3). This exercise dikulged some discrepancies benveen attitudes towards gardening and 

the reasons for gardening. Only nine percent reported gardening because it was a famiIy 

tradition, yet 60 percent strongly agreed with the statement that "gardening was a tradition 

in their family". Similarly, 67 percent strongly agreed with "food from my garden is more 

nutritious than food Eom the grocery store". while only 16 percent stated that they grew 

their OWU vegetables and h i t s  as a source of more nutritious food. 

The reason for these discrepancies was most likely because of the way the survey questions 

were posed. When questioned about reasons for gardening, each possible reason in the list 

tiras not given; i.e., gardeners were not prompted verbdly, and the researcher noted only 

unprompted responses. This approach was purposeful, as the researcher wanted to capture 

the dominant reasons for gardening and, as they would most Uely be the strongest 

motivators, wouid be easily recailed, Alternatively, when the attitudinal questions were 

-en, recipients were given a statement such as "In s u r  family, gardening is a tradition" 
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and asked the extent to which they a p d  or disagreed ~vith that staternent. Hence, this 

more direct approach cued the survey recipient and helped them recall this information. 

In addition to valuing garden produce because it was considered more nutritious, the 

rnajority of gardeners considered gardeMg to be a good way to comect with nature, a 

frnding similar to that other researchers such as Gamett (1996b) (supra p.24). Table 5.3 

cives a cornplete list of the attitudes of Winnipeg's gardeners towards gardening. - 

Table 5.3. Gardener Attitudes towards Gardening 

Question 1 % Strongly 

Gûrdcning is a good way to connect 
with nature. 73% --l- 
In your l'ainily, gardcning is a tradition. 1 60% 

Food tioin uiy gardai is inore 
nutntious han food fiom rhc norc. 67% 

It is impanant io me that rny gardai 
looks plasing. 64% 

n e  gardais are important to rhc 
identity of the local community. 3 7% 

Gardening is a good way to maintain 
hinily bonds. 

% Agree 

3 7% 

Gardaihg is a good way to improve 
the locai aivironment. 

A vital component of allotment culture is what Crouch (1997) termed 'the gift 

67% 

reiarionsiüp': the giving ofse&, proàuce anci pianis to oihers [supra p. 26 j. Ûne aspect 
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of this gifi relationship was explored in this study, that of gifting plot produce to others. 

In the Winnipeg sample, only one gardener did not gifi any produce. The others maidy 

gave to fi-iends and neighbours (82.0%) and relatives (58.2%), while 30 percent gave to 

charities with 18 percent naming W i i p e g  Harvest, a local food bank, as the charity to 

which they rave. 

5.3. Land-Use Patterns 

Physical aspects of cultivation such as plot location, soi1 and drainage influence crop 

choices. In addition. gardeners bring their attitudes, knowledge and traditions to the 

izardenhg experience, This was certainly the case in Montreal where ethnic gardens are - 
cornmon and cropping patterns reflea this diversity (supra p. 46). in addition, the majority 

of gardeners in Winnipeg were experienced: they had been gardening for 12 years on 

average and usually at the same garden site. ConsequentIy, they would have adapted to 

local gowing conditions to some eaent, Some spatial variation in crop selection is 

therefore expected especially as the Iarger gardens are Iocated in different areas of a city. 

5.3.0. Crans Grown 

Gardeners reported growing a total of 46 different types of vegetables and h i t s .  The 

most popular ten were: beans, tomatoes, potatoes, carrots, ouians, peas, corn, cucumber, 

beets and zucchini. Vegetables were more prevaienti with tomatoes being the most 



popular h i t .  Table 5.3 lists vegetabla and h i t s  prown dong with the percentage of 

gardeners growing each. 

Table 5.4. Vegetables & Fruits Grown by Gardeners in Order of Frequency 

VegetabldFmit O h  Of Gardenen 
n=66 

Pumpkuis 
Lettuce 
Cabbage 

36.4 
33.3 
30.3 

Squash 
Broccoli 
Tumin 

Cauliflower 1 13.6 

28.8 
28.8 
18.1 

Radishes 
Chard 
Cantalou~c 

- 

Otha vgaableslüuits grown by l a s  han 10 
pacait of the gardeners included: melons, celery, 
spinach, gariic, parmips, raspbenia, 'iawberries, 
rhubarb, eggplmr, brussel sprouts, leek, kohirabi, 
golenberry, sandbary, grapes, huckleberry, 
blackberries, bok choy, kale, peanurs, snow peas, 

18.1 
18.1 
16.7 

scaIIions, marrow, o h .  

It was assumed that the gardeners' cuItural backgrounds and different locations of the 

narden sites would result in a wide variety ofvegetables and h i t s  being grown and that B 

their prevalence would differ spatiatly. As the data in Table 5.4 shows, few of the crops 

represent ethnic choices such as are now commody found in some of the large grocery 

stores. instead the most common vegetabtes in the List consist of vegetables that have 

historicalIy been grown on the M e s .  lndeed a Est of vegetables listed by the 



Experimental F m  in Indian Head in 1890 includes beets. beans. canots. corn. 

cucumbers and onions with other vegetables groxm at this time being peas and potatoes 

(Western Canadian Society for HorticuIture 1956,73). While many early varieties 

brought from Europe and the United Kingdom were subject to failure in Winnipeg's 

harsher climate, improved strauis gradually took over and endured (Western Canadian 

Society for Horticulture 1956. 73). Many of the gardeners in the study sample were 

Canadians of British or Western European descent with a rurai background and had been 

taught to garden by grandparents and parents. Therefore, it can logicaily be concludecl 

that they would continue to grow crops with which they are familiar and knew to be 

hardy. Furthemore. much transmission of knowledge takes place at the garden plots and 

this would undoubtedly include information on what to gow. Indeed, a gardener from 

Antigua substantiated this assumption: she found gardening in Winnipeg to be 

completely different fiom Antigua. She has had to re-learn how to garden and is taking 

advice fiom her fellow gardeners on what to plant. 

Also of interest was whether crop choice differed benveen garden sites. It xvas assurned that 

locai growing conditions would render some choices more viable than others would. There 

was not, however, a statisticaily valid sample fkom each of the garden sites upon ivhich to 

base such a comparison. NevertheIess. the percentage of gardeners grotving the 10 most 

prevalent vegetables (including tomatoa) at the three largest garden sites were compared to 

determine ifsome variation might e i s t  thus indicating that further research was required 

(Table 5.5). These garden sites were chosen for nvo reasons: first, they are Iocated in 



different sections of the city and second. they represent more than fifty percent of the total 

sample. 

Table 5.5. Percenta~e of Gardeners Growing Vegetables & Fruits at Three Lar~est 

Garden Sites 

1 Vcgctablcs 1 % Gardencrs Crotving:l O h  Cardcncrs Growing: [ % Cardcners crowingl 

B m s  

Totnntow 

Potatom 

Canots 

Onions 

Pm 

Corn 

Cucuinba 

The data show enough differences to suggest that h h e r  research that would be beyond the 

scope of this study is needed. For example, RiveMew gardeners grew fewer tomatoes than 

the other two groups. but substantiaily more peas than the St. James Horticulture Society 

cardeners did. While these differences may be by chance because of the smail sample sizes, - 
they do suggest spatial variation does exist to some extent. 



m i l e  crop choices reflect the cultural background of the gardeners and traditionai 

vegetables and h i t s  that have been gram in the Winnipeg region over the past century, 

there is Little variation in types of crops grown. The reason for this is probably because the 

rnajority of gardeners are Canadians of British or Western European descent. There is, 

however, so me dicernible differences between the number of gardeners growing these 

crops at the largest garden sites indicating that plot location has some bearinp on crop 

choices. 

5.4. Conclusion 

Motments in Winnipeg are most similar to those found in the United Kingdom in that 

they consist of number rectangular plots that are rented to gardeners on an annual bais. 

Furthemore, many are managed by garden societies, which offer a range of seMces to 

the membership. This link to ailotments in the United Kingdom is historie, as British 

immigrants probably brought this activity to Canada. Moreover, the horticulture 

societies, which started some of Winnipeg's ailotments during World War II, are also 

histoncally iinked to Bntain. 

Generally plots in both Winnipeg and the United Kingdom lack on-site amenities. There 

is. however, one notable difference, and that is the lack of plot storage sheds in 

Winnipeg, a feature that is common in the United Kingdom. This lack of on-site 

arnenities such as storage sheds is the result of local conditims; plots are usuaiIy s m d e r  

in Winniuw . - and aiiotments here do not enjoy the same Ievei of political clout or currmcy 
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in the community that they do in Europe and Britain. ïherefore. land tenure is less 

secure and it is more dificult to get municipal authorities to invest in garden site 

irnprovements. 

Winnipeg gardeners are ais0 motivated by some of the same values and hold some 

similar attitudes to gardeners elsewhere. They garden mainly as a f o m  of recreation and 

like to connect with nature. They do. however. diverge kom other gardeners in that few 

of them garden for the organic food and their IeveI of interest in organic gardening 

methods was generally low. 

Even though garden sites in Winnipeg were disperscd throughout the city, their terraiti 

was generaiiy flat and gotvhg conditions similar. There were, however, some small 

differences that would affect plot-scale-growhg conditions. For example, nees sheltered 

plots at the riverbank garden sites and at one site there was enough of a slope to affect 

drainage. Fuxthermore, spring flooding impacted on the length of the growing season and 

soi1 fertility at these riverbank pIo ts. 

It was expected that local gro~viug conditions and culture would influence the choice of 

crops by gardeners. This was, indeed, the case, as the majority of gardeners chose 

traditional crops that have historicdly been gown in the Winnipeg region, which aiso 

reflected their British and Western European heritage. [t also üiustrates the inter- 

generational transmission of knowledge, as many of the gardeners in the sarnple had rural 

backgrounds and had been taught to garden by family members. When crop choice was 
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compared at the three largest a rden  sites. some differences did ernerge, which suggested 

spatial variations exist based on local growing conditions. 

Clearly, Winnipeg's alIotments play a positive role in the community, by providing green 

space and opportunities for beneficial outdoor recreation. In addition, they are part of 

Winnipeg's heritage and are L i e d  to allotment culture elsewhere. The extent of their 

contribution to sustainable urban development, however. is not evident, and this question 

wiil be explored next. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF WINNiE'EG'S ALLOTMENTS TO 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

6.0 Introduction 

The previously designed research questic m, which were h e d  by the theme rn 

sustainable development, are now used to assess the contributions of Winnipeg's 

allotment gardens to sustainable development. These research questions explore five 

aspects of sustainable development that were linked to allotment gardening (supra pp 5 1- 

55)  and. hence, faii within one of the entironment, social or economic subthemes. 

Consequently, issues critical to sustainabIe development such as poverty alleviation, 

access to services, and good environmental practices are examined. When considered 

together, these issues then provide some indication of the extent that Winnipeg's 

aiiotment gardens support sustainable urban development. 

6.1. Economic Asoects 

The economic subtheme includes aspects of wealth generation and material prosperity, 

hence, the conmbution of allotments to these issues is considered, While derlving 

economic benefit is important to sustainable development, the Brundtland Commission had 

placed a renewed emphasis on decreasiag poverty (supra p.35). Both of these economic 

aspects of sustainable development focus on the oppominities availabIe to individu& to 

meet their basic needs and ~a rne r  - the productive assets necessary for a secure q a l i t y  of life. 
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6.1 .O. Povertv Alleviation 

The indicator chosen to determine whether Winnipeg's allotments were being used to 

alleviate poverty was the number of poor households renting plots. The definition of a 

'poor' household was derived Eom nvo sources: the Acceptable Living Model, and the 

Statistics Canada "low income cut-offs". Survey data revealed that 25.5 percent of the 

surveyed gardeners had annual family incomes of l a s  than $3 1,000.00; the minimum 

income needed to support a family of three according to the Acceptable Living Model, 

while the Statistics Canada "low income cul-of&" for 1996 for a four-person household is 

$32.238.00 per annum. (Gardeners reported on average that there were four people in their 

households eating garden produce.) 

ïhe  number of poor households renting plots. however. did not provide enough information 

to draw any conclusions about poverty aileviation, as the information on what would be 

considered a significant number of pIot renters fiom poor families and the critical range 

within which it would fail were not available. To put it another way, it was not known what 

number of poor plot renters was too few so as to conclude that plots were not used for 

poverty aileviation. ïhis dilemma was partly solved by comparing the annuai family income 

of gardeners to that of ail families living in the three sections of the City where allotments 

are located (Figure 2). If the proportion of poor families renting plots was similar to the 

proportion in the greater population then the argument that plots were used as a poverty 

aiieviation strategy would be substantiated in part, Table 6. I compares gardeners' annual 



family income firom the sample to Winnipeg residents (data are frorn the 1996 census) in the 

three sections of the City. 

By cornparison with the population at large, these data show there were more 

wdeners in al1 income categones except under $10,000.00 and over $50,000.00, = 

with 25.5 percent ofthe sample falling under the poverty h e  as compared to 19.6 

percent for these specific sections of Winnipeg's population (Table 6.1). Hence, it 

rnay be inferred that allotments are providing an element of poverty alleviation; 

Tab te 6.1. Gardeners Annual Fami l  Income Compared to Winnipeg 
Families in Areas where the Gardens are Located 

I 1 1 I 1 

*taurrs~ondenLs did no1 answer the queszion on heir incoine category 
**Figure 1 d&es these sections of the City 

% Gardenerc 
n=63* 

O 
8.0 
17.5 

income 
Categories 
( 1996 Canada Census) 

Under S 10,000 
9 10,000-19,999 
$20.000-29.999 

howeveq other data cast doubt on such an inference. Only 19.4 percent of the 

eardeners gave "reduce the family food budget" as one of their main reasons for - 

941 W i p e g  families 
(NW, SW&SE 
Sections**) 
n=8 1.765 
3.4 
6 .O 
10.2 

gardening. Moreover, only nvo respondents with family incornes of less than 

Income 
Categones 
(survey) 

$10,000-20,OC 
$21.000-3O.OC 

S30,000.00 per year gave this as a reason for gardening, When employment data 



are considered they did not reveal any unemployed gardeners. These data showed 

45 percent were retired, another 17.9 percent were either part-time employed or 

homemakers, and 34.0 percent were fully employed. Ail of the gardeners had 

sources of income, which suggests that they were not dependent on garden 

produce to meet their basic food needs. 

The case could also be made that if allotments were being used to alleviate poverty, they 

would be located in those areas of the City that have the highest percentage of lower-income 

families, thereby being more accessible to a greater proportion of the poor. This, however, 

was not the situation in Winnipeg, as all garden sites surveyed were either in or bordering 

middle-income areas. Furthemore, vacant land for garden sites was available in lower- 

income areas in 1997 when this research was done. At this tirne, the City's 'Green Teams' 

initiativeI2 hired students to develop and organise garden sites, and a Winnipeg Community 

Gardening Nenvork had been formed. There were seven garden sites Listed, each with less 

than 10 plots (they were not included in this study), and al1 were located in areas with a 

higher concentration of lower-income families, according to Sarah Koch-Shulte (1997), one 

of the organisers. 

One of the differences benveen community and ailorment garden models is their underlying 

purpose. Whereas community gardens are frequently started with poverty alleviation being 

their primary goal, ailotments, at Ieast in Europe and Canada, are mainly perceived as a 

" Community goups could appty for fiinding to hire high schooI and university mdents to undarake 
pmjecîs wth improvuig the aiwronmmt as a go& 
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source of recreation even if their history would suggest othenvise. In Winnipeg, dotments 

had started during WorId War II as Victory Gardens (supra p. 1 S), and again in the 1980s 

during the rise of environmentaiism. and were not motivated by poverty aiieviation Eom the 

outset. Here, donnent gardening appears to be an affordable past-the for lower- to 

middle-income earners rather than serve as a way to alieviate poverty. 

6.1.1. Economic Benefits 

As garden produce suppIements family food intake, it reduces the amount of money spent 

at grocery stores on such commodities. In addition, the sustainability of food production 

on allotments depends on whether it is econornically successful, since it is assumed that 

people would be more iikely to continue gardening if benefits exceed costs. To determine 

these economic benefits. gardenets were asked to estirnate how much it cost to g o w  plot 

produce, inclusive ofrent and any inputs (not including their labour) (Table 6.21, and to 

"guesstimate" the value of this garden produce that was used at home in the past year 

(Table 6.3). 

Sampled gardeners, who responded to these questions, generally provided only estimates 

of their costs and revenues, so that the difference between the means for TabIes 6.2 and 

6.3 indicated that the family food budget tvas reduced by $148 -03 per year, with one 

respondent not responding to the cost of plot cultivation and a M e r  17.9 percent not 

determinhg the value of the produce used in the home. These individuah were unaware 

of the amount to which the family food budget was reduced. 
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Table 6.2. Annual Cost of Cardening 

1 Costs 1 No. of Cardenen ) Costs-al1 Gardenen 1 

Table 6.3. Estimated Value of Garden Produce used in the Previous Year 

S50.00 to S100.00 

S LOO.OO ro S200.00 

O v a  S200.00 

l 
/ Value of Producc Lan 1 NO. Cardenws Total Value (Q 1 
j Year 1 i 
1 Las than S50.00 / / (25x4) 100.00 

3 3 

14 

none 

(75 x 33) 2475.00 

(I50 x 14)2I00.00 

- 
Non-responses 

Tord 

h l m  

1 i 

Over 5500.00 1 3  ( (750x3) 2250.00 

There were nvo respondents who had cdcdated costs and revenues fiom their plots and 

only one was willing to provide their figures. She had vaiued her garden produce at over 

% 1,000.00 per year and costs benveen 5 100.00 and $200.00. The second person was the 

onIy sampled gardener who sold produce 6om fis plot, and he !vas not prepared to 

divuige the revenues f?om tbese sales. In g e n e d  most gardeners were not concerned 

with the economic aspects of their activity, since they had neither calculated costs nor 

1 

67 

Not Known 

Tora1 
I I 

5050.00 

(505W66) 76.52 

Mean of those Known 

13 I 

[ (12350155) 224.55 
67 12350.00 



revenues and believed they could not accurately estimate the value of their produce. This 

Iack of interest in economic gain indicates that the benefits of dotment cultivation for 

most gardeners are probably non-monetary, and this conclusion is supporteci by responses 

civen to the query on the main reasons for gardening. Here, just over 70 percent gave - 
rheir main reason as "recreation/outdoor hobby", and as previously stated, onIy nvo 

respondents earning less than $30.000 per year said that they gardened to reduce the 

fmily food budget. It is noteworthy that even those with annual family incomes under 

the poverty l i e  were no more aware of costs and revenues than the higher-income 

gardeners: therefore. allotment gardening is probably not a poverty alleviation conceru. 

Fiancial gains, however, are obviously there for those who are wiiling to put in the 

effort. Two researchers who have tracked costs and revenues support this c lah .  Hough 

( 1995,224) calculated that the net gain for urban plots in Canada was $10.00 per square 

met~e: '~  with most Winnipeg plots being 112.5 or 125 square metres, this implies a 

potential gain of 3 1 125.00 - 1250.00. To determine the accuracy of Hough's calculation 

another source was found: Hynes (1996, xiv), who States that "today a 15 x 15 foot plot, 

intensively gardened can produce up to $500.00 (USD) worth of food over one growing 

season". This equals 21 m2, and when compared to Hough's calculation is more than 

hvice as high: $2500.00 - 5500.00. 

" Hough's calcuiation is based on an intemiveiy gardaied plot cultivated over a sweral yerirs in the 1980s. 
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The gardener in the sampIe who had calculated the value of her garden produce estimated 

her annual garden revenues to be over $1000.00. She also seerned to garden more 

intensively than most. She was very diligent at keeping garden productivity ma-uimised 

through the use of soiI inputs and garden maintenance. Furthermore, she canned or fioze 

most of her produce so that little spoiled. 

It wodd seem on the bais  of the above examples that gardeners in the sarnple are under- 

estimating the value of their gardening efforts and, in general, do not reap the gains 

possible Eom their plots, The economic benefits are there, but not hlly realised. This 

could partially be explained by the fact that a wide variety of fiesh vegetables and ûuits 

are readily availabk in Winnipeg at a reasonable cost, especialIy in the summer and fall. 

Hence, there would be little incentive for gardeners to invest more t h e  and money in 

plot cultivation. This lack of knowledge about how to realise the full productivity 

potential also lends support to the concIusion that alIotment gardening is not a poverty 

alleviation strategy. If so, then those looking to realise economic benetits would be more 

likely to determine if they were succeeding. 

Lower-income gardeners in the three sections of the City w h e  the allotments are found 

appear to be taking advantage of their presence, as they are tveii represented among the 

sarnple. Few of these low-income gardeners, thoueb, dt ivated plots to reduce the 

family food budget: most gardened as a form of recreation, Furthermore, plots were not 

located in areas of the City with high concentrations of Iow-incorne earners, which 

suggests that alIotments were not perceiveci as a poverty deviation strategv- in addition, 
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gardeners were not realising the full economic benefits of their plots. Hence, the view - 
that allotments are mainly an affordable past-time for lower- to middle-income earners is 

supported. As such. they conmbute to the quality of life of the gardener participants, but 

are not a poverty alleviation strategy. 

6.2. Environmental As~ects: Or~anic Cultivation Techniaues 

Another necessary condition for sustainable development is that ecosystem, which 

provide life-support systems, be viable and healthy. To maintain ecosystem integrity, 

resources can neither be removed faster than they can be replenished nor wastes renrrned 

to thern faster than c m  be assirnilated. Indicators Linking allotment gardening to this 

aspect of sustainable development include the use of organic fertilisers such as: compost, 

manure and dug-in vegetative debris, which are by-products of gardening and farming 

cycles that are k ing  reused, and the use of non-polluting methodç for pest and weed 

control. On-site composting is considered optimal as it does not have to be trucked to the 

garden sites, thus reducing carbon ernissions (supra p. 53). Thus, gardeners can 

contribute to ecosystem health by practising non-polluting and conserving cultivation 

methods, thereby reducing the total impact of their activities on the environment. 

The use of organic methods to enrich the soil, which are not mutudy excIusive, such as 

composting (used by 25.4 percent), manure (used by 20.9 percent) and dug-in debris (used 

by 30.8 percent) was quite low among the sample, and an additionai 14.0 percent of 

gardeners did not think it necessary to use any method at ail. Of these, many were 
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cultivating plots dong the river (St. Charles Grove, Riverview and St. Amant) where spring 

fiooding O fien ocrwred, thus leaving behind kesh alluvial which enriched the so il to the 

extent that soil additives were not necessary. 

PIot owners and managers responsible for looking afier the majority of plots did not 

encourage organic gardening. In some cases they had established poIicy that worked against 

their implementation. For example, some gardeners reported that the City of Winnipeg 

would not allow them to install compost bins because the City had received a compIaint 

from a nearby homeowner that such bins were unsightly (personal communication, 

Charleswood Horticulture Society). Only Riverview Gardens had compost bins and these 

did not appear to be used. By comparison, in Montreal composting is encouraged; the city 

distributes composted leaves each year to the gardens and encourages the use of on-site 

composters where volunteers are available to manage them (Reid 1997% 3). 

Dug-in debris, whereby some crops and crop residue is tilIed into the soil at the end of the 

erowing season, was also utilised by over 30 percent of those sampled. Gardeners on City - 
of Winnipeg and Lindsay Street Garden Club plots reporte& however, that they were 

required to remove al1 vegetative debris fiom their garden plot at the end of the season so 

that plots could be tilled which consequently precluded the use of dug-in debris. Most 

respondwts who used dug-in debris belonged to garden societies, tvith only 4 gardeners (6.0 

percent) from Winnipeg City PIots using this method of soi1 enrichment. Such evidence 

indicates that the City policy of requiring the removai of al1 vegetation at the end of the 

.growing season \vas effective at discouraging - - use of this method. 
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Only aine percent of respondents applied chemical herbicides; most controlled weeds 

through non-pouuthg methods such as hoeing and handpicking. Pest management, 

however, was approached differently. Here, 63 percent used chemical pesticides, with 

the remainder controIling insect pests through natural methods such as integrated Pest 

management and environmentally safe insecticides. The potato beetle was the most 

prevalent and invasive Pest reported by gardeners. Three of the interviewees were trying 

biotech potatoes that had been genetically altered to be pest resistant. Though potato 

beetIes had not invaded them, one gardener. who had already harvested some of these 

potatoes at the t h e  of the survey, stated she did not l i e  the taste or te.unire and doubted 

if she would grow them again. Some gardeners decided not to grow plants subject to 

insect infestation such as corn. cauliflower and potatoes, and one inventive gardener used 

whole-wheat flour to dust his potatoes. which he found to be effective in reducing potato- 

beetle infestation. 

Generally, there was a lack of interest and knowledge about organic methods. hdeed, 

there were only five gardeners who said that they were "organic gardeners" and few 

cardeners said that they gardened to obtain the organic produce (supra p. 83). One - 
possible reason for this lack of interest and knowledge may be that much of the gardening 

knowledge is passed on benveen gardeners and through the garden societies. As the 

majority of gardeners are over the age of fifiy-five, they may not be atvare ofhow to 

uarden organicaily. Howe ( 1999) notedthat organic methods were mainly used by 3 

younger and newer gardeners (supra - P. - 27). Another uossible reason is that there is lirtle 
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motivation to garden organically, as the City dues not have any regdations in place to 

encourage it, such as in Montreal, and gardeners do not consider it important to institute 

such practices themselves. As few gardeners practice organic methuds, it can be infened 

that any b e n e h  of dohg so are not apparent to them or that the risks and costs of 

organic gardening are more than they are wiIling to bear. 

6.3. Social Asnects 

Ailotment gardening is associated with many social benefits such as increased individuai 

weIl-being and health, socialisation opportunitia and the positive feelings tIiat corne from 

mastering skilis. These benefi~s, hou& need to be accessib te to everyone, and this notion 

of equity is central to sustainable development (supra p. 34). Equitable access to ailotment 

plots provides opportunities for those wanting to access land for grotving food as well as 

enhancing one's quality of life. Moreover, individual weil-being is a necessary condition for 

vibrant, heaithy conimunities (supra p.40). 

6.3.0 EauitabIe Access to Plots 

Micators for equitable access used in this study inchde the distance of availabk plots 

h m  homes, how gardeners rnainly uavel to their plots, and the socio-economic and 

ethnic diversity of gardeners. The choice of these indicators is based on the assumption 

that the Location of the pIots influences, to some exteut, both the range of representation 

fkm different socio-econnmic p u p  and the number of gardaers rvho cuItivate them. 
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Of those surveyed in Winnipeg, 22.7 percent reported that they lived xvithin 0.5 km of 

theü rented plot, and an additional 15. I percent Iived within I km ( 1 km equaIs 

appro,uimately 7 city blocks)'". That the majority of gardeners need to aavel more than 1 

km to their dotments reflects the fact that most giuden sites are not located in residential 

neighbourhoods. Hence, many gardeners must drive, cycle or take a bus to ga to and 

From their plots. 

Some people, such as the elderly. disabled and those under the age of 16, cannot drive 

persond vehicIes to garden plots and, consequentIy, depend on other sources of 

transportation like public busses or other drivers. ïhus plots are less accessible for them, To 

detemine whether plots were located so they could be reached by walking or cyclmg, 

thereby making hem more accessible, gardaers were queried as to how they principally 

travelled to and from their pIo ts. The majority-65.7 percent-reported using their personal 

vehicles, 12.4 percent walked 9 percent cycIed and 3 percent mainly used public transit. In 

total. 3 1.4 percent of gardeners surveyed walkedlcycled to their garden plot; this number 

being sIightly Iess than the 37.8 percent who repotted living within 1 km oftheü plot. Some 

gardeners, of those who said that they mainly ~vaIked, did report driving their vehicks to 

transpon tooh, since facilities for tool storage were not available ar the plots. Some aiso 

:' The mearcher &ove the length af  severai city blocks to arrive at a mean of 7 blocks equalling 1 km. 
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hauled water to their plots in vehicles because only hvo garden sites, narnely St. Amant and 

Legion Park Gardens, had standpipes. 

From among those in the sample, one gardener took the bus, and this was an elderly lady 

who had gardened at the same Manitoba Hydro site for 27 years. As her plot was near a 

row of houses, she had become friendly with a fetv of the nearby homeowners who also 

gardened and could cal1 upon them for water and tool storage, if necessary. 

Another indicator of equitable access to garden resources is the diversity of the participants. 

If plot access were equitable, then gardeners would reflect the different demographic, ethnic 

and socio-economic back~ounds represented by the larger popdation in their 

neighbourhoods. Consequently, data were anaiysed for diversity of age, income and 

ethnicity. 

Gardeners in the sample ranged in age from 30 to 76, and were relatively evenly 

dispersed among the age cohorts. The smallest number was found in the age 30 to 39 

category with 16.4 percent, while th? largest number, 23.9 percent, were benveen ages 60 

to 69. The mean age for al1 gardeners was 55.6 years. There were substantially more 

gardeners benveen ages 50-69 as compared to the generai population (Table 6.4). Ttvo 

uarden societies did nui speciai proprams for children (supra pp 78-79). There were no 3 

young adults ages 15-29 in the sample. 



Table 6.4. Ages of Gardeners Compared to NW,SW, SE Sections of Winnipeg 

This lack of participation by young adults was also noted in Montreal. in that city, about 

50 percent of the gardeners were 55 years of age and older, with few between the a g a  of 

LS to 25; though according to Reid ( 1997b, 6), there was a slight increase in participation 

&om tbis age group in Montreal's centre-town gardens. ïhere are several possible 

reasons for this lack of participation by this age group. Gardens may not be located near 

rental accommodations where young people are more apt to live or they may not perceive 

gardening as a desirable activity. The former reason seems more likely, however, as a 

community garden established in 1996 and 1997 in the Osborne Village area, which has 

mainly tentai accommodation and a large population of young adults, had a high 

proportion of gardeners fiom this age group (Koche-Schlute 1997,8). Other reasons 

could include having other priorities such as obtaining an education, establishing a career 

or many couId still be living at home. 

Ag es 

15-29 
I I 

O h  NW,SW,SE 
Winnipeg 
individuals 
( 1996 Census) 
n=269960 

% Gardeners 
n=67 

23.1 I -  



A higher proportion of gardeners over the age of 50 than that in the generd population 

indicates that dotment gardening iç an activity favoured by those ia this age group. 

ïhere could be several reasons for this: many respoodents reported that gardening was a 

farnily tradition, and this was supporced by the data; al1 but four gardeners over 50 years 

of age responded favourably (ageed or strongly agreed) to the statement that 'gardening 

was a family tradition". Furthmore, approximateIy 80 percent Eorn this group reported 

they had been taught to garden by parents and many maintaiued that they learned to 

garden while living on the f m  and had continued this activity when they muved to the 

city. Another possible reason for the prevalence of gardeners in this age group is that 

they may have more t h e .  as farnilies and careers require less tirne. Indeed, 48 percent of 

the sample were retired and another 17.9 percent were either part-time empbyed or 

homemakers, leaviq 34.0 percent hl ly empluyed. 

.4nnual family incomes of gardeners were compared to those of farnilies living in the 

NW, SW and SE sections of Winnipeg in Table 6.1 (supra p. 95). As indicated, there are 

slightly more gardeners in al1 categories except those earning l a s  than $10,000.00 and 

more than $50,000 per year. The questionnaire did not pmvide "less than $10,000.00" 

(first category in the questionnaire was less than $20,000.00) as a respoase category, 

which explains the absence of any gardeners being Listed there. At the other end of the 

incorne scale, fetver gardeners as compared to the generai population reported earning 

over 550,000. This findino suggests that allotment gardening is not a recreational choice 

of higher-income earners rather than an access issue. This assumption waç not tested. 

though, and is based on the notion that higher-income earners tvould be able to f iord  
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transportation and rnake other affordable lifestyle choices such as otvning a summer 

cottage or travelling. The fact that gardeners were represented in ail income categories 

infers that access is equitable. 

Altematively, there is tittle ethnic diversity among gardeners in Winnipeg. Just under ten 

percent of the respondents were not boni in Canada: countnes of birth were h t ipua ,  

England, Germany, Greece and Italy. OnIy the Greek and German gardeners considered 

themselves to be members of an ethnic group, while the Antiquan belongs to a visible 

minority. This level of participation by visible minorities does not reflect the ethnic 

diversity in the city as a who le where just over I 1 percent of the total population belongs to 

a visible minority (Canada Statistics 1996). Furthemore, according to 1996 Census data, 

5.3 percent of those living in the three sections of the City where the gardens are located 

belong to a visible minority. By comparison, in Montrealt members of one or more ethnic 

communities belong to each garden site and eight garden sites are classified as multiculnual 

because more than 50 percent of their members corne korn different ethnic backgrounds 

(Reid 1997% 6). 

As an added note, in the Montreai example speciai plots had b e n  developed for the 

physically disabled and those with iUDS (Reid, 1997% 6). The researcher, however, did 

not observe any special plots to accommodate those with special needs in Winnipeg or 

saw any gardeners tvith visible physicai disabilities at the garden sites. 



Gardeners were asked for their opinion about the accasibility of allotment plots. As Table 

4.5 indicates, over 50 percent did not tbink there were enough plots available within 

w W g  distance of their home, while more than 60 percent held that plots were available 

and accessible to anyone who wanted one. These data suggest that plot location was not 

perceived as a barrier to most respondents, even though the majority concluded that there 

were not enough plots within waiking distance of their home. This was most Wely because 

the majority used personai vehicles to travel to and from their plots: hence, travel distance 

\vas not an issue. 

Table 6.5. Gardeners' Opinions about Plot Accessibility 

1 who would like one 1 

Based on the information provided and field observations, allotments do not appear to be 

equitably accessible. The majority of gardeners could neither wak  nor cycle to their 

plots, thus they were required to use either a personal vehicle or public uansportation, 

and furthermore, public transportarion to some of the plots was limited. Consequently, 

garden site location was a physicai barrier to those without personal vehicles. Further 

physicai bamiers existeci at the garden sites, as no plors were designed specificaily to 

cater to the needs of the physicaiIy and mentally challenged, The lack of participation by 

visible minoaies, as weii as the physicaily and mentaliy challenged, also suggests sociai 
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Plots are available &accessible to anyont, 
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14.9 

32.8 
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barriers are present. This lack of participation by ethnic minorities suggests that 

dlotments gardeninç in Winnipeg remains an activity embedded in its historic roots and 

links to the United Kingdom and Western Europe, which has not yet embraced newer 

immigrants from other regions of the world, 

That those undw the ase of 30 years were not represented in the sample suggests this age 

group did not rent plots owing to such factors as plot location andior other priorilies in 

their lives. incornes were fairly diverse, with the most notable ciifference being among 

those eaming over $50.000.00 per year: there were substantiaily fe~ver gardeners in this 

category as compared to the general population. This indicated that alIotment gardening 

was not a preferred activity of higher-income earners rather than an access banier. 

6.3.1. Health. Socialisation and Education Benefits 

There is little doubt that gardeners understand and appreciate the heaIth benefits of 

gardening, as three out of the €ive most cited reasons for gardening given by respondents 

relate to health. They are as foiiows: 

I ) outside recreatiom hobby: 70.2 percent 
2) mental relaxation: 179 percent 
3) numtious food: 16.4 percent 

In addition, 'physical activity' placed s i .  on this iist tvith 13.4 percent of respondents 

eiving this reason. Other data fiom the survey support these reasons; dl respondents a p e d  - 
with the statement that "pardenhg was a heaIthy activity". and 79 percent agreed that 

oarden produce was more nutritious than produce at the gmcery store. - 
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Perhaps the rnost dangerou health risk was the indiscriminate use of chemicat pesticides 

and herbicides. One gardene. who worked for Agriculture Canada in a testing laboratory, 

remarked that renters on neighbouring plots frequently misused these chernicals by applying 

too much or the wrong chernical. 

Ailotment gardening is also an activity where people meet and socialise, in the sample, most 

wdeners knew others cultivating plots near them (96 percent) and, of these, 84 percent had 3 

met theu plot neighbours at the garden site. Most of the socialising, however, took place at 

the garden plots, as only 47 percent knew about social events organised for gardeners such 

as harvest potluck dimers and, of these, 6 1 percent attended. The sharing of gardening 

knowledge was more common tvith 84 percent of those surveyed doing so, whie 59 percent 

stated that they had taught others to garden. 

Even though gardeners socialised at their plots, only 6 percent gave this activity as a main 

reason for gardening Socialisation, then, appears to be a less important benefa of the 

gardening experience; a conclusion supported by the fact that relatively few gardeners - 
attend social events organised atvay from their plots. 

Access to expert knowledge and training (bis information differs fiom that which is 

reglady and informaiiy exchanged benveen gardeners at this plots) is important to the 

success of the gardening experience. It alleviates some of the hstration when homculturd 

problems arise by providing rationale and solutions. and shows gardeners how to be more 
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productive. It also contributes to feelings of satisfaction that corne i?om mastering new 

skills. In the Montreai example, trained horticulturists employed by that city visited garden 

sites on a rotating basis to give advice and othenvise work tvith gardeners (supra p.46). in 

Winnipeg, by cornparison, any training and access to expertise is offered solely through the 

garden societies, which organised workshops and garden cornpetitions or, as was the case of 

Lindsay Gardens, two senior gardeners were available for giving advice. Although the City 

of Winnipeg owned and rented the majority of plots, it did not offer any training services to 

gardeners. Sixty-two percent of gardeners sarnpled in W i i p e g  belonged to gardening 

societies and through them had access to training. 

Funhermore, this access to training appeared to have an impact on gardening techniques, as 

there were ciifferences benveen garden society members and non-members. More garden 

society rnembers used various methods to increaseimaintain their plot productivity, 

including the application of chemicai fertilisers, thus utilising their plots more effeaively. 

Conversely, a geater percentage of non-member gardeners (those rentiq directly from plot 

owners) used chernical insecticides and herbicides. 

The gardening experience provides health benefits and socialisation opportunities, which 

reinforce positive aspects of this activity. Even so, Little is being done to enhance this 

experience through formal education and training, The City of Winnipeg does the Ieast, 

as it leaves the organisation of this recreation to others. in addition, this researcher 

observed that there seemed to be less of a sense of comrnunity among those renting plots 

directly kom the City in that they a~peared more isolated fkom garden site issues and 
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concerns. Altematively. those on garden-society plots were more likely to know about 

plaas for the garden sites, and Çequently discussed issues relevant to the membersbip. 

For example, garden society members were more likeIy to describe possible solutions to 

problems of thefi or vandalism, which they had uied, while those experiencing the same 

problern at City-operated sites considered such losses a cost of gardening and did not 

anticipate any reso lution to the pro blem. 

6.4. Conclusion 

The contribution of Winnipeg's allotments to sustainable development was assessed 

using the theme model. Five issues important to sustainable development and linked to 

allotment gardening were consequently defined and examined under the three subthemes 

of economic, environmental and social aspects. 

Gardeners saw some economic benefits fiom their activity in that alIotrnent gardening 

provided them with an affordable form of recreation and consequently, conmïuted to 

their quality of life. In addition, there was a smali economic gain, as their "guesstimated" 

eardening revenues exceeded costs. The d o  tments, however, were not being used to - 
alleviate poverty. Even though those with annual family incomes under the poverty Line 

were represented among the gardeners, few reported that they gardened to reduce the 

Family food budget. Thus, the benefits of allotment gardening appear to be non- 

monetary. 



Access to plots was not equitable. They were not located in areas of the city with high 

concentrations of low-incorne populations, which lends support to the conclusion that 

ailotments were not king used as a poverty dleviation strategy. Furthamore, pIots were 

uenerally difficult to reach without a personal vehicle. Consequently, those wbo could not - 
drive were discouraged from renting plots and people with Iower-incornes would LikeIy 

be amonç those without vehicles. ûther social barriers were also evident as none of the 

yardeners had visible physical or mental diiabilities. Moreover only one gardenw was 

from a visible minority and feiv were immigrants, suggesting that allotment gardening 

remains a traditional activity that has not been able to attract newcomen from other 

cultures. 

Location of the plots couid also partidly explain the lack of gardeners under the age of 

30. as they were not located in areas with a high concentration of rental accommodation 

where young adults are more IikeIy to live. Aitemativeiy, al1 incorne categories were 

represented emept those earning Iess than $10,000.00 pw year, and there were f ewr  

gardeners earuing more than $50,000.00 than in the general population. This lack was 

probably not because of the presence of access bmiers, but motivated by lifestyle 

choices. 

Only £ive gardeners used organic cultivation techniques reguiarly. Othenvise, awareness 

of these techniques seemed to be Iow. Garden societies offered the o d y  educationai 

programs and these were dominated by oIder gardeners tvho were probably unaware of 

or~anic - methods or who prefetred to use their traditional techniques. Y o q e r  sardeners 
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that would be more motivated to use organic rnethods were among the rninority of 

g ardeners. 

Gardening provided both health benefits and an opportunity to socialise. SociaIisation, 

however, seemed to be a less important benefit, as few gardeners attended social events 

organised away from their plot and it was rated low on the list of reasons for gardening. 

There is no doubt that aliotment gardeus have some positive social and environmental 

aspects and that they enrich communities just by their presence. They provide much 

needed green space and protect niches of biodiversity, as well as enhancing the quality of 

life of  the gardeners. Winnipeg's allotments do, howevq have some deficiencies, at 

Ieast in the extent that they contribute to sustainable development, as they only minimally 

support poverty alleviation and ecosystem integrity. These deficiencies and some of their 

possible causes fonn the basis for the concluding chaprer. 



C H , m R  7 

CONCLUSIONS hW RECOMiMENDATIONS 

7.0. Introduction 

This study explored the notion that gardening on urban plots can contribute to sustainable 

development by providing a means of alleviating poverty and promoting self-reliance. while 

conserving and protening natural resources. To this end, allotments in Winnipeg were 

described and then their conmbutions to sustainable development assessed. Before moving 

into the study conclusions. a brief overview of the study is given so that salient points fi-om 

the historical ovewiew. concept of sustainable developrnent and the research method are 

capnired, The conclusions are then presented for =ch of the five research questions and the 

study as a whole, and the chapter ends with a iist of suggestions for further research. 

7.1 Studv Overview 

The historical overview of aiiotments revealed that they had started in Britain in the 1800s 

as a poverty alIeviation strategy and source of recreation for landless industriai labourers. 

This practice spread throughout Europe and came to Canada with the waves of immigrants 

arriving at the beginning of the 20' Cenniry, and has continued since then. M e r  a general 

decline l?om appro.uimately 1950 to 1970. dotment gardening eqerienced a resurgence in 

interest and participation dong with increased environmental awareness in the 1970s and 

again in the 1990s in many European and North American cities. 
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Sustainable development is historicaily linked to dotment gardening; these linked 

aspects include poverty alleviation and more recently, envùonmentalism. Furthemore, at 

the urban scale, allotments can potentially increase urban green space and provide a 

means of recycling urban organic waste, while at the individual scale they can benefit 

rardeners and theù families both economically and sociaily by providing a source of - 
nurritious food. outdoor recreation and opportunities to socialise. Even so, little is known 

about how to mtegrate allotment cultivation into both community development and 

planning efforts 'uided by the concept of sustainable development. Consequently, the 

conmbution of Winnipeg's allotments to sustainable development was assessed by using 

the theme conceptual model which considers economic, social and environmental 

aspects of sustainable development, to develop the conceptual framework for this study 

and the ensuing research questions. 

Before embarkine on this assessment, it was necessary to gain a better understanding ofthe 

allotment gardening system in Winnipeg generally. Hence, the physical and cultural space 

of these allotments was explored. It was found the Winnipeg's allotments reflected their 

British heritage in the way the garda  sites were each spatially organked and in gardaers' 

motivations and crop choices. These crop choices, though, did vary spatially when 

compared for the three Iargest ailotrnents irnplying that growing conditions varied according 

to garden site location. 



7.2. Conclusions 

T'hii study has been e.uploratory in nature, and has produced much data and nurnerous 

avenues of inquiry. Sustainable development, a stili evolving concept and sometimes- 

vague practice, has provided a context for the investigation. At the outset, the links 

benveen sustainable development, a concept which inherently considers the relationship 

benveen ecosystem hedth and human well-being, and ailotment gardening seem obvious 

and intuitive, Afier ail, this urban activity was initiaily started as a poverty-aileviation 

suategy, a goal that is shared by sustainable development, and further expansion of 

aiiotments in 1970s and 1980s was largely driven by the rise in awareness about 

environmental conservation. another sustainable development god. Yet this research has 

shows that the reality of allotment gardening, at least in Winnipeg, is that it neither 

corresponds necessarily with the expectations and goals of sustainable development nor 

refiects the historic roots of aiiotment gardening in poverty alleviation or environmenrd 

values relevant to the establishment of aiiotments elsekvhere. 

The first research question investigated poverty aiieviation. While appro.uimately 15 

percent of the gardeners in the study sample had annud family incornes under the poverty 

line, oniy nvo in this category stated that their main reason for gardening was to "reduce 

the famiIy food budget". Furthemore, none of the aiiotments was Iocated in areas of the 

City where there were higher concentrations of lower-income househoids, suggesting that 

they had not been estabiished with ooverty aileviation as a goal, ûther data aided this 
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analysis. When respondents' annual famil  income was compared to that of the general 

population Living in sections of the city whae plots are located, there is a higher 

proportion of lower-income earners represented in the sample. While these data support 

the inference that lower-incorne eamers are using plot cultivation as a coping strategy, the 

conclusion is othenhise. When al1 the data are considered, more gardeners were 

represented in al1 income categories, including middle-income ones, except the "over 

$50.000.00" category. Furthemore. over 70 percent ofrespondents gave "outdoor 

recreatiowhobby" as their main reason for gardening. Consequently, allotment gardening 

appears to be an affordable pastime for Iower- to midde-income earners rather than a 

poverty-alleviation strategy. 

The community garden approach fiirnishes an interesthg contrast. Here, gardens are 

started with poverty aileviation as their main goal; in this mode1 tools, garden inputs, and 

even plots are shared along with the produce. in addition, they tend to be located in 

Iower-income neighbourhoods so that the participants cari walk to their plots. Based on 

the information provided, however, the future of community gardens seemed nebulous. 

These gardens are usually dependent on extenial and ofien less reliable funding sources 

and land-tenure arrangements because they are located on inner-city vacant lots, which 

can readily be used for other forms of development. 

There is potential for future research here- Both models-aiiotmer.:~ and conmunity 

~ardens-have aspects that adhere to the principIes of sustainable development. A study 
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cornparhg these models could possibly inform civic p lanna  and community activists 

much about developing successful plot prograrns in cornmunities. 

The next question examined economic benefits. Most gardeners had neither calculated 

the costs of cultivating their plot nor had they valued their produce: instead. they 

provided rough estimates of both. The estimated dollar value of gardening was $148.05 

(mean); a low figure suggesting that gardeners were not cultivating pfots for economic 

gain. Further evidence, however, indicated that gardeners were not realising the value of 

theu activity; estimates given by one gardener who had calculated product value, and 

work done by a Canadian researcher. showed the actual value of plot produce to be 

potentially benveen $1.000-2.250.00 per year on intensively gardened plots. This 

apparent lack of interest by the majority of respondents in realising economic benefits 

suggests that benefits were non-monetary. This conclusion raises questions, though, 

about what aspects of plot cdtivation gardeners fuid beneficial and how they vaIue these 

benefis. 

When location and ease of access to the plots are considered, further clarification 

emerges as to who uses them and why. Generally, plots were not located so that they 

were accessible to those without personal vehicles. Furthermore, garden sites did not 

have storage sheds and oniy two had water sources, thus, even those gardeners Iiuing near 

their plot had to drive, at least on some occasions, to transport tools and water. Three 

identifiable groups of peopIe were not represented among the sample: those under the age 

of 30: those belonging - ~ to visible minorities: and people with physicd and mental 
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diiabilities. The lack of participation by young adults could be for such reasons as little 

interest in this activity or many rnay stïll be living in the family home. Plots, however, 

were not located in high rental areas where there is a higher concentration of young 

adults, suggesting that this may be a primary reason. Furthermore, during 1997 a 

community garden that had been established in an area of the city with a high 

concentration of young adults had mostly young adults as gardeners, according to one of 

the organisers. Apparently interest and demand is there if plots are appropriately located 

and organised. Little or no participation by visible minorities and the physically and 

mentaily disabled at any of the garden sites hinted at the presence of social barriers as 

well as lack of access due to plot location. These social ban-îers were not identified in this 

study, but warrant further investigation. One possible reason for lack of participation by 

visible minorities may be that dotment gardening remains a traditional activity, which 

has not evolved so that it is open to new immigrants. 

Aivareness of environmental impacts and aspects of gardening was low among the 

sample, and there was Little support for the use of organic gardening techniques among 

uardeners, garden societies and the City of W i p e g .  Only five gardeners employed D 

organic techniques; othenvise, use of organic soi1 enhancements such as compost, 

manure and dug-in debris was low, while 63 percent used chemicai pesticides rather than 

more environmentally fnendly options. Furthermore, few gardeners used techniques 

such as mulching, inter-planting or crop rotation. 



The reasons for this low awareness and response to environmental concerns were partly 

due to lack of regdation and policies that thwarted certain activities. For example, the 

City of Winnipeg would not d o w  gardeners to have compost bins at the garden sites, and 

required that ail vegetative debris be removed at the end of the growing season so that 

plots could be tilled. These requirements substantially reduced the use of both these 

methods. Aiternatively. chemical pesticide use was aIlowed at dl garden sites. 

Generally, gardeners lacked knowledge about organic gardening techniques and 

associated environmental benefits. Those belonging to garden societies. however, had the 

opportunity to participate in expert training sessions and workshops put on by the 

cardening society, thus increasing their gardening knowledge. Moreover. this training - 
had an impact on cultivation methods used by these gardeners. When gardening 

techniques were compared benveen those belonging to garden societies and non-member 

gardeners, the cornparison showed that more garden society members used various 

methods to increas&maintain p Io t pro ductivit y (includuig chemicai fertilisers), while 

more gardeners not belonging to garden societies used chemicai insecticides and 

herbicides. These training sessions, however, seerned to be based on traditional 

cultivation methods and did no t have an organic emphasis. in addition, most gardeners 

said they gardened for recreation rather than as an environmentaily motivated lifestyle 

choice, impIying that they wodd be Iess motivated to garden organicaily and acquire the 

necessary knowledge to do so. 



ïhere is an important role here for the City of Winnipeg, as training and education 

progams using the existing structure of ailotments, provide a way to transmit the goal 

and practices of sustainable development, while improving the gardening experience. 

Furthermore, there is much potential to advance neighbourhood-level community 

development snategies based on sustainable practices. 

ïhere does, however, appear to be little motivation for the City to take this course of 

action. Presently, the establishment and management of aiiotments are mainly in the 

hands of citizens and garden societies. The City, at least at the time of this study. was not 

intending to open any new garden sites, though community groups could establish new 

wdens on vacant land with the omers' permission and community committee approval. = 

Even so, few new gardens have been established, which could indicate that demand for 

plots is being met. This does not, however, parailel the situation in other Canadian cities 

such as Montreal and Vancouver, which have seen an increase in demand for garden 

plots. In particular, Montreal has pursued an environmentdy sustainable development 

strategy, which successhlly integrates allotment gardening. Furthermore, the number of 

ailotments in Montreal has grotm substantiaily over the past six years. Based on this 

experience, it can be concluded that Winnipeg is missing out on an opportunity to pursue 

a more sustainable path of development by not promoting and supporting 

envkonmentally sustainable ailotment gardening. This lack of promotion by the City, 

then, appears ro be one of the reasons why Winnipeg's dotments are not conmibuting to 

sustainable development to a p a t e r  extent. 



It could be argued though. that the impetus for ailotment garden creation shouId corne 

Eiom the citizens, which raises the question as to why people are not asking for new 

allotment sites in Winnipeg. A look at plot rentals at the time of this study shows that 

Riverview Gardens and St. James Horticultural Society both had a waiting list and the 

plots at Lindsay Street Gardens were fully rented while St. Amant and the City of 

Winnipeg allotrnents in the survey were almost fully rented. Alternatively, Manitoba 

Hydro and the Ft. Garry Horticulrure Society had many empty plots (Manitoba Hydro 

had approximately 400 and Ft. Garry Horticulture Society, approximately 70). Poor 

location and lack of organisation partly explain these two low rental situations. A 

Manitoba Hydro spokesperson reported that their plot program was a public-relations 

exercise and few Hydro resources were aüocated to plot advertking and maintenance. in 

addition, those renting Manitoba Hydro plots claimed that Hydro was slow to cut the 

g ra s  surroundhg the plots and there were drainage probiems resuIting in mosquito 

infestations. Ft. Garry Horticulture Society had recently moved their plots to a new 

location with poor drainage, which resulted in fewer gardeners. While the numbers on 

waiting lists and empty plots do not necessariiy demonstrate unmet demand for plots, 

they do, nevertheless, suggest that factors other than location are relevant to determinhg 

why no new plot sites have been recently developed, 

This demand for plots appears to be related to plot promotion and organisation as weii as 

location, Evidence for this conclusion comes kom the experience of those starting 

community gardens during the time this smdy was done. These gardens needed raources 

to start-up, such as additives to increase soi1 health, tools to clear debris from garden sites 
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and know-how to organise both the gardeners and the gardens. Even though these new 

community gardens were located in low-income areas and attracted gardeners, many 

failed tvithin the first few years. These failures support the argument that a weii- 

estabiished institutional structure is necessary in the creation and on-going vitaiity of 

gardem. This argument is h h e r  advanced by the fact that aiiotments managed by - 
horticulture societies, which prornote and manage plot progams at established garden 

sites, are often over-subsmibed. It seems, however, that citizen-led efforts are not 

sufficient and City involvement, beyond what it is now doing, is essential to ensure the 

tenue and on-going health of the gardeus. 

While the rhetoric of sustainable development Iinks alIotment gardening to urban 

sustainable development. the reality bas not yet been realised in Winnipeg. Here 

allotment rardening has not caught-up tvith these sustainable development aspirations, 

and this lack of progress towards sustainable development in the face of so rnuch rhetoric 

is inuiguing. At the individuai leveL gardeners mainly cultivate plots for recreation and 

the enjoyment of fresh vegetables; rnany use chemicai fertilisers and pesticides being 

obiivious to their environmentai impacts. Even at the institutional level, the garden 

societies and city, there is little support for using organic rnethods. 

The conclusion that aiiotments are not used as a poverty-aileviation strategy is ais0 

interesthg, given the high level of poverty in Winnipeg. Elsewhere, and histotically, 

increasing urban poverty had Ied to the establishment ofplot programs. Once again, a 

lack of support at the institutiond IeveI is probably one of the main reasons. h o t h e r  may 
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be that community self-help groups do not promote allotments as a poverty-aileviation 

snategy, and, instead, support other social programs. For example, Winnipeg has an 

estabiished food bank. which has seen a ciramatic increase in use since 1987 (Silver 

2000,42). 

At the institutionai level, the organisational structure and level of motivation appears to 

be weak for both community groups and the City of Winnipeg when compared to those in 

Europe. Here, the horticulture societies operate independently, while other community 

goups m u t  fight hard to locate W i g  to establish gardens. The City of W i i p e g  also 

seems unmotivated even thouph their planning policy would suggest otherwise. There 

are several possible reasons for this such as: lack of prodding by community groups; little 

political will; or a regdatory and zoning structure that inhibits change and needs 

dismantling or revision. 

While the reasons for the low level of involvement by the City of Winnipeg still needs to 

be clarified, it is evident that the proper institutional arrangements are necessary to ensure 

that allotments are advantageously located so as to meet the needs of the community and 

conmbute to sustainable development. Ideaiiy, they should be located within 

neighbourhoods rather than relegated to the periphery of the City. While it could be 

argued that needed space is not a d a b l e  ivithin neighbourhoods, there is little evidence 

to support this claim. Even new neighbourhoods in W i p e g  have ample green space 

that can be used for gardens, whiie vacant lots in more densely populated areas c m  serve 

the same purpose. 
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This study demonsuated that whüe ailotments have the potential to be an effective 

sustainable development strategy, much of this potential is not realised in Winnipeg to 

the degee that it is elsewhere. In addition, this research begins to defme how dotments 

need to be organised so that they c m  meet this gode There are several considerations. 

One is location of garden sites, which should be distributed throughout the urban 

Iandscape and avaiIable to those f?om different socio-economic backgrounds so that they 

can meet the varied nêeds of potential participants, Moreover, these garda  sites need to 

be proteaed fiom other forms of urban devdopment so that they can flourish and becarne 

part of the community. Education and training should be provided to enhance the 

gardening experience by showing gardeners how to increasc ploc productivity and 

integrate more sustainable techniques into their practisa. Civic poticy that supports the 

deveIopment of viable allotments. and concurrently can connibute to sustainable urban 

planning instead of workiig against it, is also necessary. FialIy, allotment gardens need 

to be managed by motivateci peopIe within an organisational structure that enabIes 

decision-making by gardeners, their representatives and civic officiais to ensure the 

vitality of their gardens. 

7.3. Recommendations for Further Research 

This study represents ody  one portion of the knuwledge needed to design sustainable 

cotnmunities and contributes to o u .  understanding of the mie that allotment gardening can 

play in them. Even though much has been Iemed about alIotments in Winnipeg and the 
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links between sustainable development and allotment gardening, thiç anaiysis has revealed 

several areas that require further research. 

There is a need to build a set of sustainable development indicators for urban agriculture 

generally and allotment gardening specificaily, so that ailotment programs and policies can 

be evaluated. This would aid in urban agriculture development generally. In W i i p e g ,  a 

good understanding of the civic policies affecting the creation and management of 

aiIotments and identification of land tenure and funding issues for aüotments is lacking. 

The design and implementation of successful plot programs would benefit fiom research 

into the similarities and differences benveen allotments and community gardens. Allotment 

rarden programs would gain flom knotving more about gardener motivations and which 
b 

aspects of plot cultivation that they fuid beneficial. In addition, information on ways to 

increase plot productivity using organic methods and thus redise greater economic gains to 

grdeners would be useful. Also, it would be advantageous to identiQ social barriers, which 

prevent the participation of young adults, visible minorhies, and the physically and mentaliy 

challenged, and ways to effectively integrate organic techniques into allotment cultivation. 

Sustainable community development represents a huge challenge for the funire and it is 

becoming increasingly urgent as urban populations grow. At the same time, population 

wotvth and increasing environmentai degradation compel planners and policy rnakers to - 
h d  ways to expand food production while protecting the environment. Urban 

agricuIture and aiiotment gardening, ~pecifically~ offer one possible solution. Their 

conm'bution to sustainable cornmunity deveIooment has been p d y  clarifiai in this 
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snidy, but much work still needs to be done so that policy makers and planners c m  more 

fully integrate allotment gardens into urban development strategies. 



Location ofGarden Simple = Date: 

1. Gurdencr Profile 

L . Do you do m«sT iit'thr work on rhis plot:' 
No .......................... Y a  .......................... 1 

la; Baides yurself  who clse works tht. plot*? 
Spousepnnner 0 
Chilhm 
Friend 

O 

Neiabou 
O 
O 

H i r d  hclp 0 

I What are pur msons  for working a _pdrn pIot'! 
Outsidr n.a~uoriiHobby 
SItwing other pmplt: 0 
C m t i w  actiuty fl 
Physiui activity n 
Orpic pmducr. 
Nutntous food 

n 
CI 

~ r d u c e  t'iunily food budget a 
Fmi ly  tradiaonr m t o m  0 
Srll product 0 
Mental rrlauuon 
Famiiy acthity 

O 
O 

Otha ( q c ~ i & ) :  

J&iïmore than hvo years. hiirv y u  done so crintinuouslf? 

iç. Why didn't you aork a plot somr jm'? 
Lack of  timr to rnaintltm it IJ 
Unablr to get a plot n 
Unable to get plot ~vanted 
UI h d t h  a 
LOS interest 
Not rvonhwhile 

a 
Personai 

D 
n 

Away for summer 0 
Uther (spmQ): 

13 1 



4. This summrr are y u  cultivating more than one plotm? 

&. ifyes, then how m n y  plots are y u  culfimtinge? 

5. Do y u  always rem the same plous)? 

7 ........................... .........*................ No O Yes 1 SomrUmrs ...............- 

6. How much time, on average, would p u  say y u  wark on your plot(~) ~ c h  mk? 
During the bwy  srason 
During the quiet season 

7.  Do p u  &long to a community @enhg association or honicultural society'? 
No ........................... il Yes .......................... 1 

S. CIow did you Iint gct in~msnxi in working a 'anicn  plot^)? 
Family membtr O 
Fricnd(s) 0 
Co-worker 0 
Viiluntrrrorg 0 
M d a  [l 
Othrrr: 

II -Plot Characteristics & Lnnd-t'se -set Table 1. 

Ciï - Economic Bcnetits 

9. Rou,&Iy what proportion ofyour totd qearly intalx ot'tiuits & vegnblri coma h m  pur @en piot[s)? 
iln*!, 

IU. Flow much do y u  think it costs pcr jar to grow y u r  o m  wgerabIa & îiuits includuig rent and any hired hdp'? 

II. Whrit is & done with the produce y u  obtain h m  p r  p i e n  plot? 
Domestic use 1 
Give it away - -I 

Domesric use & sale 3 
Sel1 aii 4 

12. How many people in your housrhold wouid a1 produce h m  the p i e n  plot(sK? 
a13 

13. W h t  tsould p u  consider to bc the appmxhaw value of the product h m  your plot($ w 
last yaf? (NB. ifapplicable) 

UnderS50.00 1 
SSO.OO-100.û0 1 
5100.00-250.00 3 
SXO.00-500.00 4 
owr SS00.00 5 
N.A 6 

home 



14.if you give some of it away, then to whom is it given'? 

Relations 0 
Fnrnds & neighbours 0 
Co-workers 0 
Poor & n d y  [1 
Charitable orpization O 
Church 

15.ifyu sold it,to whom ito \nu principdly sel1 if? 
F m &  market 1 
Grocery aorcs t 
Friends & neighbours 5 
Otha (qwi-): 

I V  - Socid Bcncfits 

17. How did y u  lm to giudrn:' 
Parents O 
Friends 0 
SC~IOO~ a 
Reildiog u 
Trle\ïs<on 0 
Otha: 

20. Do you know an). of the orha papkculti\a[ing plots ~ G K  yours? 
No ........................... O Yrs .... 1 

& if yes. did y u  meet thm h m  at the g m k ~  plois? 
No U Yrs ............-.... A 



Wouid pu pleasr tcU mr if yu Stmngiy A m  = I Agm=1 Neutnl=3 Disape* Stmngiy Disagretii with these 
statemats. 

fi. if so, do yu r i a d  then'? 
No .................... O Yes ................. ..I 

16. C m  you tell me about my tàmily and(or cornmunity erms th1 h;tw takrn place at the ,d~n plotisi? 

ifso. for what purpose'? 

No.. ....................... ..O Ycs .................. ........1 

29. Wouid pu consider pur gudrn to br a solrrcr o t ' i ~~~~ in t ion  for m t i v e  woric? 



3 3 . I h e  aiiotmtnt m e n s  nhcn: I participate ;üi: important to the ibulity of the local community wherr they are 
locatd? 

S. A p e  1 
A F  7 - 
Ncutrai 3 
D i s a m  4 
S. Dinpn. 5 

\rI - Environmcntnl Bcnctits: Gardenine Methods & Techniaues 

36. FIow do you mainly tnvel to and h m  p u r  home to yur plor(s)? 
Waik 1 
Pubticmit 1 
Bicycle j 

Personal vehicle 4 
0 t h  s p i & )  

37. Do you muiieIy use mulch. 

No.. ..... .. ... ... .. ... ... .... O Ycs ................-........ 1 

35. FIow do you increascmaintlrin produhvity of  pur plot? 
Manure U 
Chmica1 fertiliwr [I 
Compost U 
Cmp rotation [l 
Interplmting fi 



39. Are thrre compost bins aniiable for pur use at the @en plot(s) 

40. By w b t  m e m  do p u  control insect pexs'? 
Chemical inst~ticidcs [1 
Ushg uiiturai rnrmic; [l 
hv.safc insecticides 
[ntrptrd prst m p ' t  

O 
O 

Attmct beneficiai insects [I 
OthC 

43. h7Üit rools md quipmrnt do p u  rrplarly use to cultimte p u r  garden'? 
Roto-tillrr 0 
Spadc 0 
Fork [ l  
€ 1 ~  O 
Sprinkas O 
Fertiizr spmder 0 
Pruningcutting clipp.rs 0 
OthC 

U. This summer hacr pu plantrd my new wirties of plants'? 

And why? 

M. Do p u  plant natict and local pIam tarirtirs3 

NO n YS t 
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Do y u  ~msidtx m y  of  thrm to bt: 3 pmbIrm? 

50. Wut pmblems. if any. have you rucornterrd in rmhg a @en piot(s). 
Amilability of plot 0 
Location of plot(si 0 
Rentai Cost [1 
Bun.aucracy/papcr work O 
Other (spci@): 

53. T'hm are cnough grden plots availablr withui mlkhg distance oCmy home 
S. Agree 1 
A m  i - 
Neulld 3 
Disagree 4 
S. D i s a p e  5 



54. Garden plots are amilable ad accessible to anyune who ivould like one. 
S. Agrer 1 
A m  1 

Neunl 3 
Disrigree -1 
S. D i s a p e  5 

55. How do you t h i i  the City of Winnipeghlanitoba Hqdro!plot o\tner mi@ bener assist people witù allotment 
_dais'! 

IX. Pcrsonul Chuructcristics 

56. Gendrr: Male ......................... U F ~ d r  ....................... 1 

5 7 .  Wutagtarryou:' zn 

5 8.  Werr: p u  bom in Canada. 

iSa, if no, whiit is p u r  country OC buth'? 

j& iïyes. which ont'! 

59. InIo which of the following catrgorirs dors yur mual famiIy incomr iàll'? 
S 10,000-20.000 1 
S~i,000-30,0aCl 1 
S3 l,OOU-K).OoO 3 
S41.000-50,000 4 
o w r  S50.000 5 



1 1 3 4 5  

Knowlrdgmblr .................... No\icx 

1 1 3 4 5  

Physically tit .............. Poor h d t h  

1 1 3 4 5  

Gardai wlL trndrxi. ..... Garden nrgir~tcd 



Plot Characteristics and Land use 

Vegetables: corn=c, peas-p, tomatoe~t, green beans=gb, yellow beans-yb, pole 
beans=pb, carrots=cr, lettuce=l, radishes=r, cauliflower-cf, cucumbers=cc, onions=o, 
garlic=g. squash=s, pumpkin=pk Fruits: strawberries = 3, raspberriesrb, melonsm, 
rhubarb=rb cabbage=cb, broccoii=b, 

Plot # 

1 

Size (1 x w in ft) Distance 

from home 

Vegetables Grown 

(varieties) 

Fruits & flowers 

(varieties) 

Herbs - 
uoder 
çultivati~[! 
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